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ABSTRACT

Production data analysis is an important tool for estimating important reservoir
parameters. In particular, determining the average reservoir pressure (pav) and tracking its
change with time is critical to analyzing and optimizing reservoir performance. The
traditional method for determining pav involves pressure buildup tests. A direct method
for estimating (pav) from flowing pressures and rate data is available. However, the
method is for an idealized case that assumes constant production rate during pseudo
steady-state (PSS) flow, which is not generally true for real wells. This research extends
that approach so that it can be used to analyze field data with variable rates/variable
pressures during boundary-dominated flow (BDF). For gas reservoirs, pseudopressure
and pseudotime functions are used to linearize the gas flow equation and enable the liquid
diffusivity solution to satisfy gas behavior when analyzing gas test data. This project
investigated when the use of pseudo time becomes necessity, and developed a technique
to complete the linearization of diffusivity equation without using conventional pseudo
time. A further objective of this research included extending our modified approach into a
multi-well system. This modified approach is based on a combination of rate-normalized
pressure and superposition-time function. The mathematical basis is presented in support
of this approach, and the method is validated with synthetic examples and verified with
field data. This modified approach is used to estimate average-reservoir pressure,
calculate both connected oil volume and reservoir drainage area as a function of time, and
provide a reasonable estimation of the reservoir’s shape factor. These calculations,
allowing the reservoir performance and management to be properly evaluated.
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NOMENCLATURE

Symbol

Description

A

drainage area, ft2 (L2)

ba,pss

pseudosteady state constant, psia/scf/D

Bg

Gas formation volume factor, Cuf/scf

Bo

oil formation volume factor, RB/STB

ct

total compressibility, 1/psi (Lt2/m)

CA

reservoir shape factor, dimensionless

h

reservoir net pay thickness, ft (L)

k

effective permeability to oil or gas, md

N

initial oil in place, STB (L3)

Np

cumulative oil produced, STB (L3)

pi

initial reservoir pressure, psi (m/Lt2)

pav

average-reservoir pressure, psi (m/Lt2)

pwf

bottomhole flowing pressure, psi (m/Lt2)

∆pwf

(pi - pwf), psi (m/Lt2)

pD

dimensionless pressure

qo

oil flow rate, STB/D (L3/t)

qg

Gas flow rate , Mscf/D

∆qj

(qj - qj-1), STB/D (L3/t)

re

Drainage radius

rw

wellbore radius, ft (L)

xx
rwa

Effective wellbore radius, ft

So

oil saturation, fraction

s

skin factor, dimensionless

t

producing time, hours (t)

tmb

Np/q(t), days (t)

tDA

dimensionless time based on drainage area, A

ß

difference between the rate normalized pressure and normalized
log derivative during BDF

∆

difference

µ

oil viscosity, cp

ᶲ

porosity, fraction
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. STATEMENT AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM
Production data analysis is an important tool for estimating important reservoir
parameters. These parameters include the initial hydrocarbons in-place, average reservoir
pressure, permeability, skin and ultimate recovery. These results are then used to predict
the reservoir future performance. In particular, determining the average-reservoir
pressure (pav) and tracking its change with time is critical to analyzing and optimizing
reservoir performance. Average reservoir pressure is one of the essential parameters in
reservoir engineering calculations. Knowledge of pav over time is required when
estimating in-place hydrocarbon volumes, leading to estimation of its recovery.
Moreover, continuous monitoring of pav with time is needed to ascertain reservoir
behavior and to optimize reservoir performance.
The traditional method for determining average reservoir involves pressure
buildup tests where selected wells are shut in periodically to allow pressure to build up
and approach the average pressure in that drainage area. Unfortunately, shutting-in wells
leads to loss of production. Today, however, real-time reservoir surveillance—the
continuous measurement of flowing pressures and rate data from the oil and gas wells—
offers an attractive alternative technique to obtain average-reservoir pressure while
avoiding revenue loss.
To avoid the lengthy shut-in tests; various techniques have emerged in the
literature to estimate (pav) from both flowing pressure and rate data. Among these
techniques, Agarwal (2010) presented a direct method to estimate the average reservoir
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pressure utilizing flowing pressures and rate data during pseudo steady state flow (PSS).
His method can be also used to calculate both connected hydrocarbon volume and
reservoir drainage area as a function of time.
The suggested approach is theoretically developed by coupling the pseudo steady
state flow equation (PSS) with the material balance equation. However, the method is for
an idealized case that assumes constant production rate during pseudo steady state (PSS)
flow, which is not generally true for real wells. Real field data is naturally in variable –
rate / variable –pressure mode during boundary dominated flow (BDF)
Therefore this research investigated the possibility of extending this technique so
that it can be used to analyze real field data for oil and gas wells with variable
rates/variable pressures during (BDF) period.
1.2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Agarwal (2010) presented a new technique that uses flowing pressure and rate
data as reservoir management tool to characterize oil and gas reservoirs. However, his
method was derived under the main assumption of constant rate during PSS flow.
Therefore the primary objective of this research is to extend this technique so that it can
be used to analyze real field data with variable rates/variable pressures.
For gas reservoirs, the gas properties change substantially as pressure varies.
Consequently, pseudo pressure and pseudo time functions should be used to linearize the
gas flow equation and to enable the liquid diffusivity solution to be used to model gas
behavior when analyzing gas test data. One of the major goals of this project is to
investigate when the use of pseudo time becomes necessary, and to develop a technique
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to complete the linearization of diffusivity equation without using conventional pseudo
time.
Agarwal (2010) developed his method for single well producing under constant
rate .In this work, his technique was extended for more general case of variable rates but
still under the assumption of single well. Most oil and gas fields are produced from a
multi-well system .Hence, a further objective of this research included extending our
modified Agarwal approach into a multi-well system.
Thus, there are four primary objectives of this research:
Frist objective is for oil wells, to extend Agarwal’s (2010) technique to more
generalized case of variable-pressure/variable-rate production so that field data are
amenable to analysis.
The second objective is for gas reservoirs, to investigate the range of conditions
(pressure, degree of depletion, etc.) for which the material balance pseudo time should be
used, and when it is not necessary. This is an important question in practice because
applying material balance pseudo time is an iterative and somewhat inexact process.
Third objective in case the pseudo time should be used, to develop a technique to
complete the linearization of diffusivity equation without using conventional pseudo
time.
The last objective is to extend our modified Agarwal approach into a multi-well
system
1.3. RESEARCH SCOPE
This research aimed to extend Agarwal’s work 2010 method for analyzing a
constant-rate drawdown test to the more generalized case of variable-pressure/variable-
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rate production so that field data are amenable to analysis. Also investigated the nonlinearity issue with gas reservoirs. Another important objective was to extend our
modified Agarwal approach into a multi-well system.
To accomplish the objectives of this research, six tasks were performed. Figure
1.1 shows the scope of this work:

Figure 1.1.Research Scope
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Production data analysis has been used as reservoir management tool to evaluate
well performance and predict the future potential of oil and gas reservoirs since the
introduction of the Manual for the Oil and Gas Industry under the Revenue Act of 1918
by the United States Internal Revenue Service (1919). Much work has been done in this
area over the past (nearly) one hundred years. This section summarizes the major
contributions in this area and discusses their strengths and limitations.
2.1. HISTORY AND TAXATION (1900-1940)
The early work (1900s) with production data analysis was empirical, with the aim
of estimating well deliverability and reserves, which were usually used for taxation.
These methods only used rate and time. Pressures were not included, as the methods
assumed that the wells produced at constant bottom hole flowing pressure during
boundary dominated flow.
2.2. ARPS DECLINE ANALYSIS (EXPONENTIAL AND HYPERBOLIC)
The first major breakthrough in production data analysis was due to Arps (1945).
He reviewed the work that had been done for 40 years on production data analysis, and
codified it as Decline Curve Analysis (DCA). He fit the production vs. time data to one of
several mathematical models that could be used to predict the well future performance.
He developed mainly two models, exponential and hyperbolic decline based on
the loss ratio, D (Eq. 2.1):
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D

(q / q)
t

(2.1)

Exponential decline occurs when the decline rate, D, is constant (exponent b = 0).
Otherwise, the decline is considered to be either hyperbolic or harmonic. If D varies, the
decline is considered to be either hyperbolic or harmonic; in this case, an exponent "b" is
incorporated into the equation of the decline curve, to account for the changing decline
rate. Harmonic decline is a special case from the hyperbolic decline with an exponent "b"
equal to unity. Table 2.1 summarize Arps decline equations

Table 2.1. Araps Decline Equations
Type of Decline

Exponential Decline

Hyperbolic Decline

Harmonic Decline

Equation
q  qi e  Di t

q

q

qi
(1  bDi t )1/ b

qi
(1  Di t )

One of the most attractive features of the Arps technique is its simplicity: It does
not require any prior knowledge of the reservoir or well information. Because of this
simplicity, Arps’ decline curves remain popular in the petroleum industry for estimating
time to economic limit and predicting future reserves for oil and gas wells. The
limitations of decline curves are relatively major, however, in that they assume constant
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bottom hole flowing pressure, the well operating conditions will remain constant in
future, and applicability during boundary dominated flow only.
It should be noted that though Arps developed his relations on an empirical basis
only, in recent years Blasingame et al. (1993) demonstrated that, Arps exponential model
is actually the solution for a well producing a slightly compressible fluid from a closed
reservoir during boundary dominated flow (Appendix A). Similarly, Blasingame et al.
(1994) proved that the Arps hyperbolic model is just an approximate solution for both the
dry gas and oil reservoir cases (Appendix B).
2.3. FETKOVICH TYPE CURVE ANALYSIS
As mentioned earlier, one of major drawbacks with Arps’ method is that it only
applies for boundary dominated flow (BDF). This implies that the early production data
during the infinite acting period is not analyzable by conventional Arps techniques.
Fetkovich (1980) developed a new kind of type curve which extended the Arps’ type
curves into the transient flow region (Figure 2.1)
Fetkovich developed a type curve in which he combined the early time period
(transient flow) and the late time period (boundary dominated flow). He demonstrated
that transient solutions for a well in a bounded reservoir, producing at a constant bottom
hole flowing pressure could be combined with Arps’ empirical solutions during depletion
period to give a single type curve represented by an exponential decline stem (b=0).
Fetkovich provided a theoretical basis to Arps’ empirical exponential decline curve by
demonstrating that the decline coefficient D is independent of the wellbore flowing
pressure, and it is controlled by rock and fluid properties.
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Figure 2.1. Fetkovich Type Curve

Fetkovich gave this equation for computing the initial decline coefficient,
D (Eq. 2.2):
D

0.006434k /  ct rw2
2
  r  1 
1  re 

 ln e   


1
2  rwa 
   rwa  2 



(2.2)

The advantage of Fetkovich’s work is that it allows the use of all of the data in the
analysis process. The transient data is used to estimate reservoir properties (i.e. flow
capacity (kh) and skin factor (s), and the Boundary-Dominated Flow data is used to
determine the drainage area and the ultimate recovery.
Fetkovich’s work was a major step, paving the way for all the modern work in the
area of production data analysis.
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2.4. CARTER TYPE CURVE ANALYSIS FOR GAS RESERVOIRS
Fetkovich developed his type curve for oil reservoirs. Because gas properties
such as viscosity and compressibility are highly pressure-dependent, Carter (1985)
introduced gas type curves similar to Fetkovich. He introduced a lambda (λ; Eq. 2.3)
factor which is an average correcting factor used to describe the gas properties, mainly
the, µct product, during depletion. This implies that his solution still an approximation
and limited to the constant flowing pressure production profile.



 gi c gi  m( pi )  m( p wf ) 
zi



 ( pi / z i )  ( p wf / z wf ) 

(2.3)

2.5. FRAIM AND WATTENBARGER: NORMALIZED PSEUDOTIME
Fraim and Wattenbarger (1987) introduced the concept of normalized pseudotime,
tn, as defined by Eq (2.4) to account for the variation of gas properties (µgcg ) during
reservoir depletion. Using normalized pseudotime enables the Fetkovich type curve to be
used for analyzing gas well performance. They demonstrated that gas produced at a
constant bottom hole flowing pressure matched the exponential depletion stem (b=0) on
Fetkovich type curves.

tn  

 gic gi
dt
 g cg

(2.4)

The original concept of pseudo time was introduced to the literature by Agarwal
(1979) and Lee and Holditch (1982) for gas build-up analysis. Pseudotime was used to
handle the (µgcg ) product, and it was computed based on the wellbore pressure, pwf. On
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the other hand, Fraim and Wattenbarger’s normalized pseudotime was evaluated at the
average reservoir pressure, pav.
Fraim and Wattenbarger’s method is limited to a constant bottom hole pressure
profile only, and applying the method requires the accurate estimation of initial gas in
place which is used to estimate the average pressure at each time step. This process
involves iteration, where the initial gas in place is assumed, average reservoir pressure is
computed, which is used to determine the normalized pseudo time, tn. Finally, a value for
initial gas in place, Gi, is obtained. This new value is used to update gas properties and
pseudo time values, and this process repeated until you converge on Gi. It converges
quickly, but it’s an awkward process.
2.6. BLASINGAME ET AL. TYPE CURVE ANALYSIS
The previously discussed type curve methods did not account for changes in
bottom hole flowing pressure. They were developed for the constant flowing pressures
scenario. Consequently, they can underestimate or overestimate the reserves if used to
analyze variable rate/variable pressure production data.
To address the limitations of conventional type curves, Palacio and Blasingame
(1993) (for gas wells) and Doublet and Blasingame (1994) (for oil wells) developed
modern type curves. These curves are similar to the Fetkovich type curve format, yet they
have the ability to handle all the operating conditions for the oil and gas reservoirs, as
well as to account for the change in gas properties during reservoir depletion.
Instead of real time, they use superposition time functions, namely material
balance time for oil reservoirs and material balance pseudo time for gas wells. Another
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result of the use of superposition time is that the depletion data (during BDF) lies upon
the harmonic stem curve.
Blasingame et al. also introduced rate-integral and rate-integral-derivative type
curves with their inherent smoothing nature to better handle noisy production data. The
only concern with these modern type curves, is that do not readily display the flow
regimes.
2.7. AGARWAL-GARDENER TYPE CURVE ANALYSIS
Agarwal et al. (1999) confirmed numerically that the material balance time
introduced by Palacio and Blasingame (1993) could convert the system producing under
constant pressure to an exact equivalent constant rate system. They presented new type
curve with dimensionless variables based on the conventional well test definitions, qD
and tDA. They also include the type curves of inverse-pressure-derivative of the primary
pressure and semi-logarithmic derivatives.
The key value of these type curves are their ability to distinguish between the
different flow regimes. For example, the transition from the transient to boundary flow
takes place at a dimensionless time, tDA, of 0.1, which is a common point to all of the type
curves.
2.8. AVERAGE RESERVOIR PRESSURE FROM FLOWING AND RATE DATA
Average reservoir pressure is one of the essential parameters in reservoirengineering calculations. Knowledge of evolving pav is required when estimating in-place
hydrocarbon volumes, leading to estimation of its recovery. Moreover, the continuous
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monitoring of pav, with time is needed to ascertain reservoir behavior and optimize the
reservoir-performance evaluation.
Traditionally, wells are shutin for buildup testing to estimate the average-reservoir
pressure, but this practice results in loss of production. To avoid lengthy shut-in tests;
various techniques have emerged in the literature to estimate pav from both flowing
pressure and rate data. Mattar and McNeil (1998) presented the concept of flowing
material-balance method for the constant-rate case. Mattar et al. (2005) extended this
technique to handle the variable rate situation using the concept of material-balance time
introduced earlier by Blasingame and Lee (1986). Recently, Ismadi et al. (2011) showed
the use of combined static- and dynamic-material-balance methods to arrive at the same
solution for in-place volume in gas reservoirs. Medeiros et al. (2010) proposed the
transient–PI method to estimate pav as a function of time. In yet another method, Kabir et
al. (2012) demonstrated that the transient flow-after-flow testing could be also used to
estimate the average-reservoir pressure, regardless of well location within a drainage
boundary and reservoir layering.
Agarwal (2010) presented a new technique that uses flowing pressure and rate
data collected from oil and gas wells during the pseudo steady state (PSS) flow (also
known as boundary dominated flow (BDF)) period to estimate the average reservoir
pressure. This method merged the PSS flow equation with the material balance equation
to relate the average pressures, pav, to the bottom hole flowing pressures, pwf. His
technique could be used not only to estimate the average reservoir pressure, but also to
calculate both connected hydrocarbon volume and reservoir drainage area as a function of
time. The derivation of Agarwal’s (2010) method is based on the assumption of constant
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rate during the PSS period. Unfortunately, the constant-rate case during the PSS flow
period is an idealized situation. Real field data is naturally in variable-rate/variablepressure mode during the PSS flow.
This research addressed the limitations of Agarwal’s (2010), and extended to
more generalized case of variable-pressure/variable-rate production so that field data are
amenable to analysis. Additional effort was given to gas reservoirs to examine the
possibility of linearization of the gas diffusivity equation without using conventional
pseudo time.
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3. AGARWAL’S METHOD FOR CONSTANT-RATE

3.1. SUMMARY OF AGARWAL’S METHOD FOR CONSTANT-RATE
Agarwal (2010) incorporated the transient and PSS flow equations with the
material balance equation to relate initial reservoir pressure pi, the average pressure pav,
and the, bottom hole flowing pressure pwf. He used the concept of prime derivative and
log derivative (the Bourdet derivative) under the main assumption of constant-production
rate. This research aims to extend Agarwal’s work 2010 method for analyzing a constantrate drawdown test to the more generalized case of variable-pressure/variable-rate
production so that field data are amenable to analysis. For completeness and comparison,
the derivation of his method is presented in the following sections.

3.1.1. Transient, Pseudo Steady State, and Material-Balance Equations.
Agarwal (2010) used the dimensionless forms of transient flow, PSS flow, and material
balance equations to derive his method. However, the real variables forms of transient
flow, PSS flow, and material- balance equations were used here to give mathematically
justification of his method. The following equations (Eq. 3.1 to 3.3) are real variable of
transient and PSS flow equations (Earlougler 1977), and material balance equation
(Ramey and Cobb 1971), respectively for a vertical well in a radial homogeneous
reservoirs:

( pi  p wf ) 
( pi  p wf ) 


162.6Bq 
k
 3.23  0.87 s 
log t  log
2
kh
 ct rw


0.2339qB
qB
2.2459 A
t  70.6
(ln
 2s)
(hA)ct
kh
C A rw2

(3.1)
(3.2)
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( pi  p av ) 

0.2339qB
t
(hA)ct

(3.3)

3.1.2. Prime and Log Derivatives. Prime derivatives are those variables (PD and
∆p) that are differentiated directly with respect to either dimensionless time or real time.
Log derivatives are those variables (PD and ∆p) that are differentiated directly with
respect to a natural log of either dimensionless time or real time. Each derivative provides
useful insight into the behavior of both transient and PSS flow regimes. Table 3.1
summarizes the prime and log derivatives during transient and PSS flow condition

Table 3.1. Prime and Log Derivatives
Type of Flow
Regime
Transient
PseudosteadyState (PSS)

Prime Derivative

Log Derivative

dp wf

dp wf

dt
dp wf

dt

 162.6



qB 1
(t )
kh

0.2339qB
(hA)ct

(3.4)

(3.6)

d ln t
dp wf

d ln t

 162.6



qB
kh

0.2339qB
t
(hA)ct

(3.5)

(3.7)

3.1.3. Characteristics of Prime and Log Derivatives. Figure 3.1 shows the
prime and log derivatives as function of time. The characteristics of both plots are the
following:
The log-log plot of prime-derivative versus tDA , yields a straight line with
negative slope during the transient flow period; thereafter, its value becomes constant and
equal to 2π during the PSS flow period after a short transition period.
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Figure 3.1. Variation of pD , Prime and Log Derivatives with Dimensionless
Time for A Well in Center of Square Drainage Boundary

The log-log plot of log-derivative versus tDA, results in a constant value of 0.5
during the transient period. Thereafter, a positive unit-slope line develops to signify the
PSS flow with a transition period in between the two flow regimes. Figure 3.1 presents
both types of derivatives, which complement each other. Note that the transition period
associated with the prime and log derivatives is highly dependent on the reservoir
configuration and position of the well with respect to reservoir boundaries.
3.1.4. Average Pressure Estimation. A comparison between the right hand side
of Eq.3.7 (the log derivative during PSS) and the Material-balance form Eq.3.3, reveals
both have the same value during the PSS flow period.
dp wf
d ln t



0.2339qB
t
(hA)ct

(3.7)
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( pi  p av ) 

0.2339qB
t
(hA)ct

(3.3)

The following expressions represent three different dimensionless form of the
pressure differences (Eq. 3.8 to 3.10):
pwf  ( pi  p wf )

(3.8)

pav  ( pav  p wf )

(3.9)

pmb  ( pi  pav )

(3.10)

Eqs.3.8, 3.9, and 3.10 can be combined into the following relationship
( pi  pwf )  ( pi  pav )  ( pav  pwf )

(3.11)

Eq.3.11 can be rearranged further into the following form:
( pav  pwf )  ( pi  pwf )  ( pi  pav )

(3.12)

It was shown earlier that the material balance equation (Eq.3.3) is identical to the
log-derivative during PSS flow (Eq.3.7), thus Eq.3.12 could be written as
( p av  p wf )  ( pi  p wf ) 

dp wf
d ln t

(3.13)

This observation became the basis of Agarwal’s method for determining pav from
measured bottom hole following pressures (pwf). Agarwal relate the average reservoir
pressure to the bottom hole following pressure through Eq.3.14
p av  pi 

dp wf
d ln t

(3.14)

This equation (3.14) is the key to Agarwal’s method. It suggests that the averagereservoir pressure over time can be determined by subtracting the log-derivative term
from the initial-reservoir pressure (pi) at each time step.
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The difference between ∆p and the log derivative in Eq.3.13, starts small and
increases gradually during transient flow and becomes constant during the PSS flow, as
illustrated in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2. (∆p-log derivative) vs. Flowing Time for A well in center of Square
Shaped Reservoirs

3.2. VERIFICATION OF AGARWAL’S METHOD FOR CONSTANT-RATE
To validate the original suggested approach, many cases with different reservoir
configuration were generated with a commercial software package. However, for brevity,
one case is detailed here .Table 3.2 includes all the input reservoir and well data.
Figure 3.3 presents ∆pwf, prime and log derivatives versus the flowing production
time. Similarly to figure 3.1, distinction between the transient and PSS flow regimes can
be made easily .The negative unit slop with prime derivative and the stabilization of log
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derivative indicated the transient flow period. The PSS-flow period is indicated by the
stabilization of prime derivative and the unit- slope with log derivative.

Figure 3.3. ∆p , Prime and Log Derivative for A well in Center of Square

Table 3.2. Reservoir and Well Data
Reservoir Geometry
Initial Reservoir Pressure, psi
Reservoir Temperature, °F
Porosity, fraction
Oil Saturation, fraction
Oil Viscosity, cp
Formation Volume Factor, B, RB/STB
Total System Compressibility, 1/psi
Reservoir Permeability, k, md
Pay thickness, h, ft
Reservoir Area, ft2
Wellbore Radius rw, ft
Oil-in-place, MMSTB
Production Rate,STB/D
Producing Time, hours

Centered well in rectangular shaped reservoir
5000
150
0.2
0.8
0.5
1.2
4.96E-06
50
200
1.00E+06
0.5
4.75
1000
2000
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3.2.1. Estimation of Average-Reservoir Pressure. It was demonstrated earlier
that the ∆pwf and log derivative in Eq.3.13 becomes constant during PSS flow. Agarwal
used this observation to relate the average reservoir pressure to the bottom hole flowing
pressure through Eq.3.14.
p av  pi 

dp wf

(3.14)

d ln t

Figure 3.4 compares the estimated average-reservoir with those from the material
balance method .As expected, the desired agreement is attained and the linear trend is
obvious.

Figure 3.4. Average Pressure Comparison
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3.2.2. Establishing Connected Hydrocarbon Pore-Volume and Area. The
reservoir limit test, introduced by Jones (1956, 1957), is a long drawdown test used to
determine reservoir volume communicating with the well (Earlougher 1977). The
contacted volume is calculated during the PSS flow period when pwf , varies linearly with
production time. Agarwal’s method can be used to estimate both the connected
hydrocarbon pore volume and the area being drained. As previously discussed, the prime
derivative becomes constant during PSS flow, as Eq.3.6 suggests. This observation
becomes the basis for relating the connected-oil volume with the prime derivatives as
follows:
dp wf
dt



0.2339qB
(hA)ct

(3.6)

Eq. (6) is used to estimate the connected-oil volume as a function of time. The
initial

oil-in-place is related to the pore volume:

hA 

5.615 NBoi
So

(15)

Combining Eqs. 6 and 15, we have

N

0.2339S o
dp wf
5.615ct (
)
dt

(16)

Eq. (16) suggests that an inverse relationship exists between the connected-oil
volume and the prime derivative. In other words, the connected PV will be small at early
times because of the large prime derivative values. However, the PV will grow with the
decrease in the prime derivative. Finally, the contacted oil volume becomes constant and
equal to the initial oil-in-place during the PSS when the prime derivative reaches its
smallest value. Figure 3.5 illustrates the increase in connected PV with time for the
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synthetic case example. Eq. 3.6 can also be rearranged to estimate the reservoir drainage
area as a function of time as given by Eq. 3.17.

A

0.2339 Boi
dp wf
(h)ct (
)
dt

(3.17)

Figure 3.5.Increase in Connected Oil Volume with Time

3.2.3. Estimation of Dietz’s Reservoir Shape Factor. Dietz (1965) introduced
the reservoir shape factor, denoted as CA. This factor is used to extend Miller-DyesHutchinson (1950) buildup method to determine the average-reservoir pressure to other
reservoir configurations aside from circular reservoirs. The reservoir-shape factor
accounts for the reservoir’s shape and the relative position of the well with respect to the
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reservoir’s boundary. As shown previously, the difference between the ∆pwf and the log
derivative in Eq.3.13 is constant during the PSS. This constant (β) is given by Eq.3.18:
( p av  p wf )  ( pi  p wf ) 

dp wf
d ln t

 70.6

B
kh

(ln

2.2458 A
)  2s)  const  
C A rw2

(3.18)
Eq.3.18 may be rearranged to obtain an equation which can be used to estimate
the Dietz shape factor as follows Eq.3.19
CA 

2.2459 A
kh
rw2 exp( 
 2s)
70.6 B

(3.19)

By knowing the skin factor s, Eq.3.19 can be used to estimate the Dietz shape
factor (CA) .Figure 3.6 is a semi-log plot of the shape factor (CA) as function of time.
Table 3.3 compares the initial oil-in-place (N), the connected-reservoir area (A), and the
shape factor (CA), based on the approach outlined.

Figure 3.6. Dietz Reservoir Shape Factor
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Table 3.3. Synithetic Case Comparison
Parameter
Initial Oil-in-Place, N (MMSTB)

Input Value
4.75

Agarwal Method*
4.76

Connected Reservoir Area, A (sq. ft)

1.0E06

1.0E06

Dietz Shape Factor, CA

30.88

31.15

The average value calculated during PSS flow.
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Highlights:
1. Agarwal method for variable-rate, variable pressure case for boundary- dominated
flow.
2. The method allows estimation of time-dependent average- reservoir pressure and
connected pore volume.
3. Synthetic data validated and field data verified the method.

Keywords: Variable-rate analysis, oil reservoirs, in-place volume, averagereservoir pressure at each time step,
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1. ABSTRACT

Estimating average-reservoir pressure (pav) and its evolution with time is critical
to analyzing and optimizing reservoir performance. Normally, selected wells are shut in
periodically for buildup tests to determine pav over time. Unfortunately, shutting-in wells
leads to loss of production. Today, however, real-time surveillance—the continuous
measurement of flowing pressures and rate data from the oil and gas wells—offers an
attractive alternative technique to obtain average-reservoir pressure while avoiding loss
of revenue.
A direct method for estimating pav from flowing pressures and rate data is
available. However, the method is for an idealized case that assumes constant production
rate during pseudosteady-state (PSS) flow, which is generally untrue for real wells. This
paper extends that approach so that it can be used to analyze field data with variable
rates/variable pressures during boundary-dominated flow (BDF). This approach is based
on a combination of rate-normalized pressure and superposition-time function. The
mathematical basis is presented in support of this approach, and the method is validated
with synthetic examples and verified with field data.
This modified approach is used to estimate average-reservoir pressure that uses
flowing pressures and production rates during BDF, allowing the classical material
balance calculations to be performed. These calculations, in turn help determine the
reserves, recovery factor, and reservoir drive mechanisms, allowing the reservoir
performance and management to be properly evaluated. Furthermore, this method can be
used to calculate both connected oil volume and reservoir drainage area as a function of
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time. Finally, this approach provides a reasonable estimation of the reservoir’s shape
factor.
1.1. INTRODUCTION
Average reservoir pressure is one of the essential parameters in reservoirengineering calculations. Knowledge of evolving pav is required when estimating in-place
hydrocarbon volumes, leading to estimation of its recovery. Moreover, the continuous
monitoring of pav with time is needed to ascertain reservoir behavior and optimize the
reservoir-performance evaluation.
Traditionally, wells are shutin for buildup testing to estimate the average-reservoir
pressure, but this practice results in loss of production. To avoid the lengthy shut-in tests;
various techniques have emerged in the literature to estimate pav from both flowing
pressure and rate data. Mattar and McNeil (1998) presented the concept of flowing
material-balance method for the constant-rate case. Mattar et al. (2006) then extended this
technique to handle the variable rate situation using the concept of material-balance time
(tmb), introduced earlier by Blasingame and Lee (1986). Recently, Ismadi et al. (2011)
showed the use of combined static- and dynamic-material-balance methods to arrive at
the same solution for in- place volume in gas reservoirs. Medeiros et al. (2010) proposed
the transient–PI method to estimate pav as a function of time. In yet another method,
Kabir et al. (2012) demonstrated that the transient flow-after-flow testing could be also
used to estimate the average-reservoir pressure, regardless of well location within a
drainage boundary and reservoir layering.
Agarwal (2010) combined the PSS flow equation with the material-balance
equation to relate pav and the bottom hole flowing pressure, pwf. Agarwal (2010) used
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prime- and log-derivatives to distinguish between the flow regimes. The derivation of
Agarwal’s (2010) method is based on the assumption of constant rate during the PSS
flow period. Unfortunately, the constant-rate case during the PSS period is an idealized
situation. Real field data is naturally in variable-rate/variable-pressure mode during the
BDF. Note that BDF implies that the pressure perturbations due to production have
reached all reservoir boundaries in variable-rate situations, whereas the PSS flow is tied
to constant-rate production.
This study extends Agarwal’s (2010) approach, so that it can be applied to the
variable-rate case. First, we summarize Agarwal’s (2010) method for the constant-rate
case. Next, we present the modified Agarwal approach by coupling the rate-normalized
pressure with the superposition-time function. Finally, the modified approach is validated
with synthetic examples and verified with field data.
1.2. SUMMARY OF AGARWAL’S CONSTANT-RATE METHOD
Agarwal (2010) method uses flowing pressure and rate data collected from oil and
gas wells during the PSS flow period to estimate average-reservoir pressures. We
summarize his method here to establish a starting point. Agarwal (2010) incorporated the
transient and PSS flow equations with the material-balance equation to relate pav and pwf,
the flowing bottomhole pressure. He used the concept of prime derivative and log
derivative (Bourdet derivative) under the main assumption of constant-production rate
during PSS flow conditions.

1.2.1. Prime and Log Derivatives. Prime derivatives are those variables (PD and
∆P) that are differentiated directly with respect to either dimensionless time or real time.
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Log derivatives are those variables (PD and ∆P) that are differentiated directly with
respect to a natural log of either dimensionless time or real time. Each derivative provides
useful insight into the behavior of both transient and PSS flow regimes. Table 1.1
summarizes the prime and log derivatives during transient and PSS flow conditions

1.2.2. Characteristics of Prime and Log Derivatives. Figure 1.1 shows the
prime and log derivatives as function of time. The characteristics of both plots are the
following:
1. The log-log plot of prime-derivative versus tDA yields a straight line with
negative slope during the transient flow period; thereafter, its value becomes constant and
equal to 2π during the PSS flow period after a short transition period.
2. The log-log plot of log-derivative versus tDA results in a constant value of 0.5
during the transient period. Thereafter, a positive unit-slope line develops to signify the
PSS flow, with a transition period in between the two flow regimes. Figure 1.1 presents
both types of derivatives, which complement each other. Note that the transition period
associated with the prime and log derivatives is highly dependent on the reservoir
configuration and position of the well with respect to reservoir boundaries.
3. As shown in Appendix A, a comparison of the right side of the log-derivative
during PSS flow (Eq. (A-7)) and the material balance form (Eq. (A-3)) reveals that both
have the same expression during the PSS flow period. In other words,
dpD
 2 tDA
d ln tDA

(1.1)

kh( pi  pav )
pDmb (t DA ) 
 2t DA
141.2qB

(1.2)

pD  (tDA ) 
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These equations suggest that the material-balance equation is identical to the logderivative during PSS flow period as given by the following expression:
pDmb (tDA ) 

dpD
d ln tDA

(1.3)

This observation became the basis of Agarwal’s method for determining pav from
measured pressures. As described in Appendix A, Agarwal relates the average-reservoir
pressure to the flowing bottomhole pressure with the following expression:
pav  pi 

dp
d ln t

(1.4)

Eq.1.4 suggests that the average-reservoir pressure over time can be determined
by subtracting the log-derivative term from the initial-reservoir pressure (pi) at each time
step.
The difference between both pD (tDA) and the log derivative in Eq. (A-12), as well
as ∆p and the log derivative in Eq. (A-14) when real variables are used becomes constant
during PSS; Figure 1.2 illustrates this point with gradual increase during transient flow
before attaining a constant value during the PSS flow period.
1.3. Modified-Agarwal Approach for BDF
In this study, the Agarwal (2010) approach was modified to allow variations in
production rate during BDF conditions. The basis of this approach is the variable-rate
superposition solution of Blasingame and Lee (1986), as explained in the subsequent
sections. The principle of superposition states that every flow rate change in a well will
result in a pressure response that is independent of pressure responses caused by previous
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rate changes. Therefore, the total pressure drop that occurs at any time is the summation
of pressure changes caused separately by each net flow rate change.
This concept is used in well testing to remove the restrictions that have been
imposed on various forms of solutions to the transient flow equation. The constant
terminal rate solution for diffusivity equation is based on one well produced at a constant
rate in an infinite acting system. Thus, a simple analysis model can be used to handle
more complex cases. The general form of superposition in time for variable rates is given
as:
(p)total  p1 (q1  0)  p2 (q2  q1 )  ............  pn (qn  qn 1 )

(1.5)

Appendix B includes the detailed derivation of our suggested approach to extend
the Agarwal’s method (2010). We show that the superposition time function (used to
transform the variable rates to their equivalent constant rate) varies according to the type
of flow regime as demonstrated by Eqs. (B-5) and (B-6). The following expressions
provide the superposition-time function for the transient and BDF periods, respectively:
n

q j  q j 1

j 1

qn

sup f (t )  

log(tn  t j 1 )

(1.6)

n

q j (t j  t j 1 )

j 1

qn

sup f (t )  

(1.7)

In Eq.1.7, we observe that the superposition-time function during the BDF is
material-balance time, first introduced by Blasingame and Lee (1986) to analyze the
general variable-pressure/variable-rate data during BDF, which is given by:
n

q j (t j  t j 1 )

j 1

qn

sup f (t )  

 tmb 

Np(t )
q(t )

(1.8)

The modified approach is based on a combination of rate-normalized pressure and
superposition-time function (the material-balance time). Therefore, both the normalized-
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prime and the normalized-log derivatives terminologies are used in place of prime and
log derivatives that were used for Agarwal’s constant-rate case.
During BDF, we can write
( pav  pwf )
qn



pi  pwf
qn



pi  pav
qn

(1.9)

In Appendix B, we demonstrate that the (pi-pav)/qn) term is identical to the
normalized log-derivative during BDF flow. Moreover, we proved that the difference
between the two terms on the right side of Eq.1.9 should be constant. Based on this
observation, Eq.1.9 can be rewritten as
( pav  pwf )
qn



pi  pwf
qn



d (pwf / qn )
d ln sup f (t )

(1.10)

Simplifying Eq.1.10, we have
( p av  p wf )
qn

 70.6

B
kh

(ln

2.2459 A
 2s)  const
C A rw2

(1.11)

Eq.1.11 shows that the difference between (pi-pav)/qn ) and the normalized logderivative is constant during BDF. Thus, the average-reservoir pressure is related to
flowing pressures and flow rates as:
pav (t )  const  q(t )  p wf (t )

(1.12)

Thus, this paper’s approach to modify and extend Agarwal (2010) technique for
variable rates is shown. The next section verifies this approach with two simulated cases
and validated with field data.
1.4. CASE STUDIES
Two synthetic cases are presented here to corroborate this modified approach.
One of these synthetic cases was generated by a commercial software package. The other
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is a simulated example presented by Blasingame and Lee (1986). One field example is
also presented to validate the method.

1.4.1. Seven Discrete Rate Case. Many cases with different reservoir
configurations were generated with a commercial software package (SAPHIR
v4.30).However, for brevity, only one case is detailed here. Table 1.2 includes all the
input reservoir and well data and the rate schedule is given in Table 1.3.
The original Agarwal (2010) formulation is unsuitable for flow problem at hand
because it was developed for the constant rate case. Figure 1.3 shows that the signature of
prime and log derivatives differ significantly from the constant rate as shown in Figure
1.1. Despite the fact that material balance time should have converted the variable rates
into their equivalent constant rate, the results were similar to the constant-rate case, as
shown in Figure 1.4. We proceed with our modified approach by using the ratenormalized-pressure and superposition-time functions; Figure 1.5 presents both
normalized prime and log derivatives versus the superposition-time functions. This plot
reveals that a coupling of the rate normalized pressure with the superposition time
function removes the limitations of the original Agarwal (2010) approach. Evidently, the
ill-behaved points are a reflection of the rate change that occurs in this seven-rate case,
which is a consequence of superposition.
Each change in flow rate produces a transient behavior for some finite time.
Interestingly, by excluding the transient behavior associated with each rate, the results are
identical to the constant-rate case. The associated transient effect with each flow rate is
excluded based on both the behavior of the normalized-prime derivative, as well as the
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different between ∆pwf/qn and a normalized-log derivative (∆pwf/qn -normalized-log
derivative). Our results indicate that during BDF, stabilization of both the normalizedprime derivative and its difference ∆pwf/qn -normalized-log derivative) occurs.
Consequently, by excluding the superposition effect associated with each rate change, the
signature become similar to the constant rate. Specifically, the signatures of normalizedprime and normalized –log derivatives as displayed in Figure 1.6, are similar to the prime
and log derivatives that were shown earlier in Figure 1.1
1.4.1.1. Estimation of average reservoir pressure. The difference between
∆pwf/qn and normalized-log derivative becomes constant during boundary dominated flow
when the modified-Agarwal approach is applied, as shown in figure 1.7. Eq. (12) relates
the average reservoir pressures to the flowing pressures during the BDF period. Figure
1.8 compares the estimated average-reservoir pressure with those from the material
balance method. As expected, the desired agreement is attained. A brief detail about the
concept of material balance equation for single-phase oil in closed system can be stead as
Reservoir Volume Produced=Expansion of Initial Fluids

5.615q n (t ) B

t mb
 Ahct ( pi  p av )
24

(1.13)

Eq.1.13 is rearranged to relate the average- reservoir pressure to the cumulative
production through the following equation
p av  pi 

Np
N

(1.14)

Eq.1.14 is the most accurate way of estimating the average- reservoir pressure,
but requires prior knowledge of the initial oil- in- place .For synthetic examples, the
initial oil- in- place is known beforehand. Therefore the estimated average pressure by the
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proposed modified -Agarwal approach allows comparison with that estimated from the
material-balance equation.

1.4.1.2. Establishing connected hydrocarbon pore-volume and area relations.
The reservoir-limit test, introduced by Jones (1956, 1957), is a long drawdown test used
to determine reservoir volume communicating with the well (Earlougher 1977). The
contacted volume is calculated during the PSS flow period when pwf varies linearly with
the production time. Agarwal’s original method and its modification can be used to
estimate both the connected hydrocarbon pore-volume and the area being drained. As
previously discussed, the normalized-prime derivative becomes constant during
boundary-dominated flow, as Eq. (B-12) suggests. This observation becomes the basis for
relating the connected-oil volume with the normalized-prime as follows:
d (p wf / q n )
d sup f (t )



0.2339 B
(hA)ct

(1.15)

Eq. (15) is used to estimate the connected-oil volume as a function of time. The
initial oil-in-place is related to the pore volume:
 hA 

5.615 NBoi
So

(1.16)

Combining Eqs. 15 and 16, we have
N

0.2339So
 d (pwf / qn ) 
5.615ct 

 d sup f (t ) 

(1.17)

Eq.1.17 suggests that an inverse relationship exists between the connected-oil
volume and the normalized-prime derivative. In other words, the connected PV will be
small at early times because of the large normalized-prime derivative values. However,
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the PV will grow with the decrease in the normalized-prime derivative. Finally, the
contacted oil volume becomes constant and equal to the initial oil-in-place during the
BDF when the normalized-prime derivative reaches its smallest value. Figure 1. 9
illustrates the increase in connected PV with time.
Eq.1.15 can also be rearranged to estimate the reservoir drainage area as a
function of time as given by
A

0.2339 Bo
 d (pwf / qn ) 
( h)ct 

 d sup f (t ) 

(1.18)

1.4.1.3. Estimation of Dietz’s reservoir shape factor. Dietz (1965 introduced
the reservoir shape factor, denoted as CA. This factor is used to extend Miller-DyesHutchinson (1950) buildup method to determine the average- reservoir pressure to other
reservoir configurations aside from circular reservoirs. The reservoir-shape factor
accounts for the reservoir’s shape and the relative position of the well with respect to the
reservoir’s boundary.
As shown previously, the difference between the rate-normalized pressure (pi pwf)/qn and the normalized-log derivative in Eq.1.11 is constant during the BDF period.
Designating this constant (  ) is given by Eq.1.19.
p av  p wf
qn

 70.6

B
kh

(ln

2.2459 A
 2s)  const  
C A rw2

(1.19)

Eq.1.19 may be rearranged to obtain an equation which can be used to estimate
the Dietz shape factor as follows:
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CA 

2.2459 A
kh
rw2 exp( 
 2s)
70.6 B

(1.20)

The average shape factor was estimated to be approximately 2.09 for Case 1. This
value is very close to the conventional Dietz shape factor of 2.07 for an off-centered well
in a 2:1 rectangular-shaped reservoir. Table 1.4 presents and compares the conventional
Dietz shape factor for different reservoir configurations with those obtained in this study.
Table 1.5 compares the initial oil-in-place (N), the connected-reservoir area (A), and the
shape factor (CA), based on the approach outlined.
1.4.2. Case 2: Random Rate-Decline Case. This simulated example was taken
from Blasingame and Lee (1986), where they simulated a general case of variablerate/variable-pressure scheme with random rate decline in a bounded circular reservoir.
Thus, it is a good example to validate our suggested approach. Table 1.6 includes all of
the related reservoir and well data and Table 1.7 contains the relevant pressure and rate
data.
Neither the original Agarwal (2010) technique based on pressure measurements
and real production time, nor the modified technique based on material-balance time a
lone worked with this simulated example. This outcome was not a surprise because the
original approach was devolved for the constant- rate during PSS period. The prime and
log derivatives verse real production time in Figure 1.10 and material-balance time in
Figure 1.11 reveal different behavior compared to the constant rate case, shown earlier in
Figure 1.1. The expected results emerged with the modified-Agarwal approach, as
displayed in Figure 1.12. In contrast to Case 1 for the discrete rates, the transient effect
associated with the rate changes did not require elimination. Once the modified-Agarwal
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approach was applied, the flow regimes could be easily identified. In this particular case,
however, all of the data were reported during the BDF period. This was confirmed by the
stabilization of normalized-prime derivative and the unit slope with normalized-log
derivatives.
The difference between ∆pwf/qn and the normalized-log derivative becomes
constant during BDF when the modified-Agarwal approach is applied, as shown in
Figure 1.13. Eq. (12) relates the average-reservoir pressure to the flowing pressures
during BDF. Figure 1. 14 shows excellent agreement between the estimated averagereservoir pressure (based on the modified-Agarwal approach) and the material-balance
method.
The technique developed in this study was used to estimate the reservoir volume,
the drainage area, and the reservoir-shape factor. The connected-oil volume and the
connected-drainage area plots all have the same characteristics. Figure 1. 15 displays a
semi-log plot of the reservoir volume as function of material balance time. The reservoirshape factor was calculated based on Eq. (20). Figure 1. 16 is a semi-log plot of the shape
factor (CA) as function of material-balance time. Table 1. 8 compares the obtained results
based on the modified Agarwal approach with the input values.

1.4.3. Case 3: Variable- Pressure/Variable-Rate Production. Finally, the
modified-Agarwal approach was validated against a field case with varying rate and
pressure. Table 1. 9 includes all of the related reservoir and well data. Figure 1 .17a
depicts the production history of this field example, and Figure 1. 17b shows the
Cartesian p/q plot, which was suggested by Kabir and Izgec (2009) to diagnose flow
regimes. The positive slope implies that the data belongs to the BDF period; however, the
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plateau at late times suggests that the connected pore-volume increases owing to the shutin of an offset producer.
As expected, the original method did not fare well in this case. Surprisingly,
however, the material-balance time did not remove the limitations of constant rate; it was
expected that it would convert the variable-production rates into their equivalent constant
rates. Figures 1.18 and 1. 19 display the ∆pwf, the prime, and the log-derivative against
both real flowing production and material-balance time.
As Figure. 1.20a illustrates, application of the modified-Agarwal approach to
normalized pressure itself did not lead to the desirable result owing to the noise that is
usually inherent in field production data. Therefore, the suggested approach was applied
to the normalized-pressure-integral function (Eq.1.21), which was introduced by Palacio
and Blasingame (1993). The normalized-pressure integral is similar to the cumulative
average, which is an effective way to smooth production data before analysis, as Figure
1. 20b suggest.
Integral of normalized pressure 

i
t mb

t mb


0

pi  p wf ( )
q( )

d

(1.21)

Once again, the transient introduced by rate changes did not require any treatment
because of high data frequency. When the modified-Agarwal approach is applied to
smoothed data, distinction between the transient flow and BDF can be made easily. The
negative unit slope with the normalized-prime derivative and the stabilization of
normalized-log derivative indicate the transient-flow period. The BDF-flow period is
indicated by the stabilization of normalized-prime derivative and the unit- slope with
normalized-log derivative (Figure 1. 20b).
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Again the methodology developed in this study was used to estimate the
connected-reservoir volume or the drainage area. Figure 1. 21 displays the evolution of
connected-reservoir volume with time. This plot suggests that the BDF period has two
intervals. The first one represents the stabilization of connected oil volume when the
normalized prime derivative reaches its smallest value. The second segment show
continuous increase in the connected-oil volume, implying that well interference took
place in this multi-well system, when a neighboring well experienced prolonged shut-in.
This behavior was confirmed also by the log-log diagnosis plot, in which the very latetime data deviated from the unit-slope line, as depicted in Figure 1.22.
We showed earlier that the difference between ∆pwf/qn and the normalized-log
derivative becomes constant during BDF. This aspect proved true for this field data as
illustrated on Figure 1. 23. Figure 1. 24 compares the estimated average pressure to the
average pressure obtained from the material-balance method. Despite the well
interference issue, a good agreement is at hand.
1.5. DISCUSSION
The primary objective of the paper was to extend Agarwal’s (2010) method for
estimating average-reservoir pressures from a single, constant-rate drawdown test to the
more generalized case of variable-pressure /variable-rate production so that field data are
amenable to analysis. To that end this objective was attained. This study also shows that
the evolution of reservoir volume can be ascertained by the proposed methodology. The
plateau of this variable as a function of superposition time signifies attainment of the
BDF period; but the trajectory also provides valuable information about the time and rate
of reaching BDF. Clues about the drainage shape can also be learned, which is
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particularly helpful in assessing possible interference by other wells in a multi-well
system, leading to determining possible infill opportunities in concert with geologic and
other reservoir information.
In contrast to synthetic examples, the field data do not lend themselves to
reservoir-shape factor evaluation because the coherence of p/q data is problematic with
analysis in this setting. The equation developed in this study for estimating the reservoirshape factor, as given by Eq.1.20, is very sensitive to the constant that represents the
differences between the normalized pressure and the normalized-log derivative during the
BDF period. Because this constant appears in the exponential term, evaluation of the
shape factor becomes impractical.
We recognize that the conventional methods for rate-transient analysis as
practiced today (Blasingame et al., 1991; Palacio and Blasingame, 1993; Mattar et al.,
2006; Medeiros et al., 2010; Ismadi et al., 2012) also provide solutions for the drainage
volume and average-reservoir pressure during variable-pressure, variable-rate production
situations. But the proposed method can play a complementary role and facilitate cross
validation of results. Beyond evaluating basic parameters, this method offers insight into
evolution of the drainage volume with producing time, suggesting well interference
issues, if any. In this context, our view is that the proposed method is complementary to
those used currently.
1.6. CONCLUSIONS
1. Using the material-balance time alone does not remove the limitation of
constant-rate hypothesis embedded in Agarwal’s original formulation. Coupling material-
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balance time with the rate-normalized pressure modified the original approach to take
into account the variation in production rates during BDF.
2. The normalized-prime and normalized-log derivatives can be used as
diagnostic tools to distinguish between the flow regimes with the variable-production
rates.
3. The proposed modified-Agarwal approach can be used to calculate the averagereservoir pressure, the connected oil volume or reservoir area as a function of time. A
reasonable estimation of Dietz shape factor (CA) can be obtained if the skin factor is
known and the pressure and rate data are coherent.
4. This modified-Agarwal approach extends the original Agarwal method for oil
reservoirs so that it can be used to analyze real field data with variable-pressure/variablerate history. Both synthetic cases and a field dataset lend support to the contention
presented here.
1.7. NOMENCLATURE
Symbol

Description

A

drainage area, ft2 (L2)

Bo

oil formation volume factor, RB/STB

ct

total compressibility, 1/psi (Lt2/m)

CA

reservoir shape factor, dimensionless

h

reservoir net pay thickness, ft (L)

k

effective permeability to oil, md

N

initial oil in place, STB (L3)

Np

cumulative oil produced, STB (L3)
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pi

initial reservoir pressure, psi (m/Lt2)

pav

average-reservoir pressure, psi (m/Lt2)

pwf

bottomhole flowing pressure, psi (m/Lt2)

∆pwf

(pi - pwf), psi (m/Lt2)

pD

dimensionless pressure,

q

oil flow rate, STB/D (L3/t)

∆qj

(qj - qj-1), STB/D (L3/t)

rw

wellbore radius, ft (L)

So

oil saturation, fraction

s

skin factor, dimensionless

t

producing time, hours (t)

tmb

Np/q(t), days (t)

tDA

dimensionless time based on drainage area, A,

ß

difference between the rate normalized pressure and normalized
log derivative during BDF

∆

difference

µ

oil viscosity, cp

ᶲ

porosity, fraction
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A. DERIVATION OF AGARWAL METHOD FOR THE PSS FLOW
PERIOD: CONSTANT-RATE CASE
Agarwal (2010) combined the transient and PSS flow equations with the materialbalance equation to relate initial-reservoir pressure pi, the average pressure pav, and the
bottomhole-flowing pressure pwf. These dimensionless forms of transient and PSS flow,
and material balance equation were presented earlier by Ramey and Cobb (1971) and also
by Earlougler (1977). For completeness and comparison, the derivation of his method is
presented in the following sections.
As discussed by Agarwal(2010),the following equations are dimensionless forms
of transient flow, PSS flow, and material-balance equations, respectively, for a vertical
well in a radial, homogeneous reservoir:
  2.2459 A 
p D (t DA )  0.5(ln(t DA )  0.5ln 

2
  rw

  2.2459 A 

p D (t DA )  2t DA  0.5ln 
 2s 
2 
  C A rw 

pDmb (t DA ) 

kh( pi  pav )
 2t DA
141.2qB

(A-1)
(A-2)
(A-3)

Prime-and log-derivative during transient flow are given by

p DP (t DA ) 
/

pD  (tDA ) 

 1 
dp D
 0.5   0.5(t DA ) 1
dt DA
 t DA 

(A-4)

dpD
 0.5
d ln tDA

(A-5)
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Prime- and log-derivative during PSS flow are written as
pDP / (t DA ) 

dpD
 2
dtDA

(A-6)

p D (t DA ) 

dp D
 2t DA
d ln t DA

(A-7)

/

A comparison between the right side of Eq. (A-7) (the log derivative during PSS
flow) and the material-balance form (A-3) reveals that both have the same value during
the PSS flow period. The following expressions represent three different dimensionless
forms of the pressure differences, ( pi  pav ) , ( pav  pwf ) , and p  ( pi  pwf ) :
pDmb (t DA ) 
p D (t DA ) 

kh( pi  pav )
 2t DA
141.2qB

kh( p av  p wf )

141.2qB
kh( pi  pwf )
pD (t DA ) 
141.2qB

(A-3)
(A-8)
(A-9)

We note that p  ( pi  pwf ) = ( pi  pav ) + ( pav  pwf ) . Eqs. A-3, A-8 and A-9 can be
combined into the following relationship
p D (t DA )  p Dmb (t DA )  p D (t DA )

(A-10)

Eq. (A-10) can be rearranged in the following form:
pD (t DA )  pD (t DA )  pDmb (t DA )

(A-11)

Because it was shown earlier that the material-balance equation is identical to the
log-derivative during PSS flow, Eq. (A-11) may be written as,

p D (t DA )  p D (t DA ) 

dp D
d ln t DA

(A-12)

If (pD and dpD/dlntDA) are replaced by their dimensional forms, Eq. (A-12) can be
written in the following form:
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Eq. (A-12) can also be written with real variables as
( pav  pwf )  ( pi  pwf ) 

dp
d ln t

(A-14)

Therefore, Eq. (A-14) simplifies to
pav  pi 

dp
d ln t

(A-15)

APPENDIX B. DERIVATION OF THE MODIFIED-AGARWAL APPROACH
FOR THE BDF FLOW PERIOD: VARIABLE-RATE CASE
In this approach, we remove the restrictions of constant flow rate and extend
Agarwal’s work to be valid during BDF under variable-production rates. The technique is
based on coupling the rate-normalized pressure with the superposition-time function
(material-balance time).

Superposition during transient flow. The general equation for constant-rate
drawdown test during transient flow is given by (Earlougler 1977).
( pi  pwf ) 


162.6qB 
kt
 3.23  0.87s 
log
2
kh
 ct rw


(B-1)

Applying the theorem of superposition to Eq. (B-1) yields
( p i  p wf ) 


162.6B  n
k
)  3.23  0.87 s 
 q j log( t n  t j 1 )  q n ((log
2
kh  j 1
 ct rw


(B-2)

Superposition during BDF. The general equation for constant-rate drawdown test
during PSS flow is given by (Earlougler 1977).
( pi  p wf ) 

0.2339qB
qB 2.2459 A
t  70.6
(ln
 2s)
(hA)ct
kh
C A rw2

Applying the theorem of superposition again to Eq. (B-3) yields

(B-3)
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q B
0.2339B n
2.2459A
q j (t j  t j 1 ))  70.6 n (ln
 s)

(hA)ct j 1
kh
C Arw2

( pi  pwf ) 

(B-4)

Divide Eqs. B-2 and B-4 by qn leads to the following expressions:
( pi  pwf )



qn


162.6B  n q j
kt
log(t n  t j 1 )  ((log
)  3.23  0.87s 

2
kh  j 1 qn
ct rw


( pi  p wf ) 0.2339B n q j (t j  t j 1 )
B 2.2459 A

 70.6 (ln
 2s)

qn
(hA)ct j 1
qn
kh
C A rw2

(B-5)
(B-6)

The superposition time function (used to transform the variable rates to their
equivalent constant rate) varies according to the type of flow regime as demonstrated by
Eqs. B-5 and B-6. The following expressions identify the superposition time functions for
the transient and BDF, respectively.
n

q j  q j 1

j 1

qn

sup f (t )  

n

q j (t j  t j 1 )

j 1

qn

sup f (t )  

(B-7)

log(tn  t j 1 )

 tmb 

Np (t )
q(t )

(B-8)

From Eq. (B-8), one observes that the superposition time function during BDF is
the material-balance time, first introduced by Blasingame and Lee (1986) to analyze the
general variable-pressure/variable-rate during BDF. In other words,
n

q j (t j  t j 1 )

j 1

qn

sup f (t )  

 tmb 

Np (t )
q(t )

(B-9)

Let us discuss the modification of Agarwal’s method. The modified approach is
based on combination of the rate-normalized pressure and superposition-time function or
the material-balance time. Therefore, both the normalized prime- and the log-derivative
terminologies are used in place of prime- and log-derivatives that were used for the
constant-rate case.
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Normalized Prime and Normalized Log Derivatives. Normalized prime
derivative are those variables (∆p(pwf ) /qn) that are differentiated directly with respect to
superposition time; normalized log derivative are those variables (∆p(pwf ) /qn) that are
differentiated to a natural log of superposition time. If we differentiate Eqs. B-5 and B-6
with respect to superposition time and a natural log of superposition time, we get:
a) Normalized prime derivative during transient flow
d (pwf / qn )
d sup f (t )



162.6B
kh

(B-10)

b) Normalized log derivative during transient flow
d (pwf / qn )
d ln sup f (t )


162.6B  n q j
log(t n  t j 1 )

kh  j 1 qn




(B-11)

c) Normalized prime derivative during boundary dominated flow
d (pwf / qn )
d sup f (t )



0.2339B
(hA)ct

(B-12)

d) Normalized log derivative during boundary dominated flow
d (p wf / q n )
d ln sup f (t )



0.2339 B n q j (t j  t j 1 )

(hA)ct
qn
j 1

(B-13)

During BDF, we can write
( pav  pwf )
qn



pi  pwf
qn



pi  pav
qn

(B-14)

We can show that the ((pi- pav)/qn) term is identical to the normalized log
derivative during BDF by considering the following material-balance relationship,
offered by Ramey and Cobb (1971):
5.615qB

t
 Ahct ( pi  pav )
24

(B-15)

Eq. (B-15) honoring material balance is valid for cumulative production,
regardless of the rate being constant or variable. The production time (t) is replaced by
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the material balance time (tmb) and the q (constant rate) replaced by qn (time variant). The
(qn·tmb) product honors the material balance and Eq. (B-15) is extended for variable-flow
rate as:
5.615qn (t ) B

tmb
 Ahct ( pi  pav )
24

(B-16)

Eq. (B-16) can be rearranged as
pi  pav
0.2339B

tmb
qn
Ahct

(B-17)

Eqs.(13) and (17) suggest that term (pi- pav)/qn) is identical to the normalized log
derivative during BDF. Similarly, Eq. (B-14) can be rewritten as
( pav  pwf )
qn



pi  pwf
qn



d (pwf / qn )
d ln sup f (t )

(B-18)

Moreover, the difference between the two terms on the right side of Eq. (B-18)
should be constant during BDF, as indicated by Eqs. (B-6) and (B-13). Substituting
Eqs(B-6) and (B-13) into Eq(B-18) yields the following expressions represent (pi –
pwf)/(qn), and normalized-log derivative during BDF:
( p av  p wf )
qn

 70.6

B 2.2459 A
(ln
 2s)  const
kh
C A rw2

(B-19)

Eq. (B-19) shows that the difference between (pav-pwf) /(qn) and the normalized
log derivative is constant during BDF. Thus, the average reservoir pressure is related to
flowing pressures and flow rates as shown by Eq.20:
pav (t )  const  q(t )  p wf (t )

(B-20)
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Table 1.1. Prime and Log Derivatives Case 1
Type of Flow
Regime

Prime Derivative

Transient

PseudosteadyState (PSS)

Log Derivative

pDp  (tDA ) 

 1 
dpD
1
 0.5 
  0.5(tDA )
dtDA
 tDA 

pD  (tDA ) 

dpD
 0.5
d ln tDA

pDp  (tDA ) 

dpD
 2
dtDA

pD  (tDA ) 

dpD
 2 tDA
d ln tDA

Table 1.2. Reservoir and Well Data Case 1.
Reservoir and Well Properties
Initial Reservoir Pressure, psi

Off-centered well in a 2:1 rectangular
shaped reservoir
5000

Reservoir Temperature, °F

150

Porosity, fraction

0.2

Oil Saturation, fraction

0.8

Oil Viscosity, cp

0.5

Formation Volume Factor, B, RB/STB

1.2

Total System Compressibility, 1/psi

4.96E-06

Reservoir Permeability, k, md

200

Pay thickness, h, ft

150

Reservoir Area, ft2

1.00E+06

Wellbore Radius, ft

0.5

Oil-in-place, MMSTB

3.56

Producing Time, hours

648

Reservoir Geometry
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Table 1.3. Rate Schedule for Case 1
Elapsed Time (hr)
72
96
168
192
264
288
360
384
456
480
552
576
648

Liquid Rate (STB/D)
4,000
0
3,500
0
3,000
0
2,500
0
2,000
0
1,500
0
1,000

Cumulative Volume (STB)
12,000
12,000
22,500
22,500
31,500
31,500
39,000
39,000
45,000
45,000
49,500
49,500
52,500

Table 1.4. Case 1 Comparison
Shape factor
Reservoir Geometry

Off-centered well in a 1:1
rectangular reservoir
Central well in a square
reservoir
Off-centered well in a 4:1
rectangular reservoir
Off-centered well in a 2:1
rectangular

Flow and Shut-in periods

7 rates without shut-in period
7 rates, each rate followed by
16-hr shut-in
7 rates, each rate followed by
24-hr shut-in
7 rates, each rate followed by
24-hr shut-in
7 rates, each rate followed by
24-hr shut-in

Dietz
idealized
shape factor
4.57

This
study
4.58

30.88

30.51

30.88

30.83

0.230

0.231

2.07

2.09
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Table 1.5. Case 1 Comparison
Parameter
Initial Oil-in-Place, N (MMSTB)
Connected Reservoir Area, A (sq. ft)
Dietz Shape Factor, CA

Input Value
3.56
1.0E06
2.07

This Study*
3.57
1.0E06
2.09

*Average value during BDF

Table 1.6. Reservoir and Well Data for Case 2.
Reservoir Geometry
Initial Reservoir Pressure pi, psi

Central well in circular shaped reservoir
2,000
0.15
Oil Saturation, fraction
1
Oil Viscosity, cp
2
Formation Volume Factor, B, RB/STB 1
Total System Compressibility, 1/psi
5.00E-06
Reservoir Permeability, k, md
100
Pay thickness, h, ft
100
Reservoir Area A, acres
5,760
Wellbore Radius rw, ft
0.5
Oil in place N, MMSTB
670.273
Production Rate q, STB/D
Variable Pressures/Rates
Producing Time t, hours
17,280
Dietz shape factor, CA
31.62

Table 1.7. Pressure and Flow Rate Data for Case2.
t, hr.

q, STB/D

pwf, psi

t, hr.

q, STB/D

pwf, psi

720
1,440
2,160
2,880
3,600
4,320
5,040
5,760
6,480
7,200
7,920
8,640

1,500
700
1,900
1,200
2,500
4,500
400
3,750
4,000
4,200
3,900
1,250

1,607
1,800
1,480
1,644
1,294
745.9
1,775
902.2
797
707.7
748.3
1,408

9,360
10,080
10,800
11,520
12,240
12,960
13,680
14,400
15,120
15,840
16,560
17,280

1,500
500
400
6,000
5,500
400
5,200
5,350
4,500
3,400
2,200
1,500

1,336
1,585
1,609
139.2
205
1,491
241.1
148.5
320
570.7
856.1
1,022
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Table 1.8. Case 2 Comparison
Parameter

Input value

This Study*

Initial Oil in place N, (MMSTB)
Connected Reservoir Area A, (acres)

670.273
5760

649.2
5580

Dietz Shape Factor, CA

31.62

33.24

Table 1.9. Reservoir and Well Data for Feld Case.
Reservoir and Well Data
Reservoir Geometry
Initial Reservoir Pressure, psi
Porosity, fraction
Oil Saturation, fraction
Oil Viscosity, cp
Formation Volume Factor, B, RB/STB

Central well in unknown reservoir
1,548.05
0.231
0.8
1.807
1.156

Total System Compressibility,1/psi

1.40E-05

Reservoir Permeability, k, md
Pay thickness, h, ft
Reservoir Area, acres
Wellbore Radius, ft
Oil-in-place, MMSTB
Production Rate, STB/D
Producing Time, hr

108
67
233.55
0.3
24.2
Variable Pressures/Rates
3,432
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Figure 1.1. Variation of pD, prime and log derivatives with dimensionless
producing time for a well in center of square-drainage boundary.

Figure 1.2. Variation of (∆p-log derivative) vs. flowing time for a well in center
of a square.
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Figure 1.3. Variation of ∆p, prime and log derivatives with flowing producing
time.

Figure 1.4. Variation of ∆p, prime and log derivatives with material-balance time.
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Figure 1.5. Variation of ∆p/qn, normalized prime and log derivative with materialbalance time.

Figure 1.6. Variation of ∆p/qn , normalized prime and log derivative with material
balance time (excluding the superposition effects).
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Figure 1.7. Variation of (∆p/qn- normalized log derivative) vs. material balance
time (excluding the superposition effect).

Figure 1.8. Average pressure comparison.
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Figure 1.9. Increase in connected oil volume with time.

Figure 1.10. Variation of ∆p, prime and log derivatives with producing time.
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Figure 1.11. Variation of ∆p prime and log derivatives with material-balance time.

Figure 1.12. Variation of ∆p/qn normalized prime and log derivative with
material-balance time.
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Figure 1.13. ((∆p/qn)-normalized log derivative) vs. material-balance time.

Figure 1.14. Average pressure comparison for case 2.
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Figure 1.15. Variation of connected oil volume with time.

Figure 1.16. Dietz reservoir shape factor.
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Figure 1.17. Well production history (a), and its p-q diagnosis (b) suggests
reasonable coherence between pressure and rate.

Figure 1.18. Variation of ∆p, prime and log derivatives with producing time.
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Figure 1.19. Variation of ∆p, prime and log derivatives with material-balance
time.

Figure 1.20. Variation of ∆p/qn , normalized prime and log derivatives with
material-balance time, (a) without smoothing, (b) with smoothing.
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Figure 1.21. Variation of connected oil volume with time.

Figure 1.22. Log-log diagnostic plot.
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Figure 1.23. Variation of ((∆p/qn) - normalized log dervative vs. material-balance
time.

Figure 1.24. Average pressure comparison for real field data
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SECTION

4. AGARWAL APPROACH FOR GAS RESERVOIRS

4.1. INTRODUCTION
Agarwal (2010) introduced a direct method for estimating the average reservoir
pressure in oil wells by utilizing flowing pressure and flow rate data. He developed his
technique based on the main assumption of a constant production rate during PSS. We
developed and extended the original Agarwal method for oil reservoirs so that it can be
used to analyze real field data with the variable-pressure/variable-rate history.
However, the gas properties change substantially for gas wells as pressure varies.
Consequently, the pseudopressure and pseudotime functions should be used instead of
regular pressure and ordinary time .The following section explains why the
pseudopressure and pseudotime should be used.
4.2. WHY PSEUDOPRESSURE AND PSEUDOTIME USED WITH GAS
WELLS?
To answer this question, let us summarize the derivation of the diffusivity
equation for slightly compressible fluids. The diffusivity equation, which governs the
transient flow in a porous medium, is one of the most fundamental in well testing, aquifer
modeling, and reservoir simulation. More important the analysis of production data lies in
this equation. The derivation of the diffusivity equation is presented in the following
section.
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4.2.1. Derivation of the Radial Diffusivity Equation for Slightly Compressible
Fluids (Dake 1991). The diffusivity equation is a physical model that consider the
horizontal flow of a single phase toward a wellbore located at the center of a radial
volume element. The following assumptions were imposed to derive the radial diffusivity
equation for a slightly compressible fluids:


Homogenous and isotropic porous media of uniform thickness



Rock and fluid properties are pressure independent



Darcy’s law is applicable



Gravity forces are negligible



Porosity, permeability, viscosity and compressibility are constant

If these conditions are satisfied, the radial diffusivity equation for slightly
compressible fluids may be developed by the combining the three basic physical
principles of mass conservation, Darcy’s law and the equation of state (EOS) as
following:
Let’s start from the law of mass balance (Eq.4.1), which stats:
Mass Flow In – Mass Flow Out=Rate of Mass Accumulation.
1  (ru r )   ( )

r  r 
t

(4.1)

Eq (1) is a continuity equation that provides the principle of conservational in
radial flow but from Darcy’s law which simply states that the velocity (ur) is proportional
to the pressure gradient (dp/dr) as shown by Eq.4.2:
u r  0.0002637

k p
 r

(4.2)
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Now plug Darcy’s law into continuity Equation (Eq.4.1) and manipulate to get:
 
r r

(r

p 1
 p
1
 p
)  (r )( )( ) 2 
ct
r
r
p r
0.000264 k
t

(4.3)


Eq 4.3 is still have  on the right hand side, and p on the left hand side.

However, the equation of state relates the density to the pressure through Eq.4.4:


 c
p

(4.4)


Return to Eq.4.3, and substitute p on the left hand side to get:

 
r r

(r

p 1
p
1
 p
)  (r )c ( ) 2 
ct
r
r
r
0.000264 k
t

(4.5)
(

One of the assumptions that the pressure gradient is small, so that

p 2
)
r is

neglected and Eq.4 5 is reduced to the form of Eq.4.6:

ct p
1  p
1
(r ) 
r r r
0.000264 k t

(4.6)

Equation 6 could be written in the expandable form as Eq.4.7:

ct p
1 p  2 p
1
( 2 ) 
r r
0.000264 k t
r

(4.7)

Eq.4.7 is the radial diffusivity equation for a slightly compressible fluids, and it
can be used to describe the evolution of pressure for any point in the reservoir for any
time.

The reciprocal of the coefficient on the right hand side

0.000264k
 ct

is called the

hydraulic diffusivity constant , which is a fundamental grouping of parameters that play a
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major role in the whole subject of reservoir engineering .In the context of well testing , a
higher the value of hydraulic diffusivity constant usually results in a greater depth of
investigation into the reservoir.
The radial diffusivity equation for slightly compressible is a linear partial
differential equation (PDE), which has infinite number of solutions. Analytical solutions
of this equation can be obtained under various boundary and initial conditions. The
constant terminal rate solution for the radial diffusivity equation furnishes the basis of
buildup and draw down testes analysis in well testing applications.

4.2.2. Radial Diffusivity Equation for Gas Reservoirs. Similar to slightly
compressible fluids, the combination of the three basic physical principle of mass
conservation, Darcy’s law and the equation of state (EOS) leads to the radial diffusivity
equation for gases (Eq.4.8):
ct  p
1  k p
( r )
r r  r
0.000264 t

(4.8)

Unfortunately, the equation is non-linear. It contains parameters such as µct and
density which are themselves pressure dependent. Therefore, it is not possible to
determine direct analytical solutions similar to the slightly compressible fluids.

4.2.2.1. The Pseudopressure function is our first mean to partially linearize
the gas radial diffusivity equation. The concept of pseudo pressure m (p) which also
known as real gas potential, was introduced first by Al-Hussainy et al. (1966) as defined
by Eq.4.9.
p

p
dp
uz
po

m( p )  2 

(4.9)
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It can be used to account for gas viscosity and compressibility variation (z) with
pressure aiming to convert the non-linear gas diffusivity equation into a similar form of
the slightly compressible fluid. Using the pseudopressure function transforms the nonlinear gas diffusivity equation into:
mp( p)
1  m( p) 
(r
)  u g ct
r r
r
k
t

(4.10)

Traditionally, real gas analysis replaces the pressure with pseudopressure and
interprets the data as if the fluid were slightly compressible. Strictly speaking, the pseudo
pressure function linearizes only the left hand side of gas diffusivity equation (Eq.4.10).
This implies that gas diffusivity equation, based on pseudopressure is considered linear as
long as the product ugct is constant. This assumption is not always true especially in the
following situations: low pressure at the wellbore and depleting gas reservoirs

4.2.2.2. Pseudotime to complete the linearization of gas radial diffusivity
equation. The application of pseudopressure does not linearize the gas diffusivity
equation in all circumstances. Hence, the pseudotime is needed to correct the (ugct)
product with pressure variation to complete the linearization of gas diffusivity equation.
Pseudotime, as defined by Eq.4.11, was introduced by Agarwal (1979).
t

ta  
0

dt
 g ct

(4.11)

Substituting the pseudotime into Eq.4.10, results in a complete linear partial
differential equation for gas wells (Eq4.12) that is similar to the diffusivity equation for
slightly compressible fluids.
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ct p
1 m( p)  2 m( p)
1
(
)
2
r r
0.000264 k t a
r

(4.12)

It’s worth mentioning that there are two different pseudotimes. The first is used in
well testing analysis to solve the problem of changeable wellbore storage, and the other
pseudotime that introduced in the production data analysis to handle the material balance
issue during BDF period.
Both pseudotimes were developed to handle the (µgct) product to complete the
linearization of the gas diffusivity equation. With the convention pseudotime, the (µgct)
product is adjusted based on the well bore pressures (pwf). In the production data, the
viscosity compressibility product (µgct) is evaluated based on the average reservoir
pressure (pav).
The estimation of average reservoir pressure required prior knowledge of initial
gas in place, Gi. Usually this process is performed in an iteration manner by assuming the
initial gas in place, and then calculating the average reservoir pressure, which is used to
estimate pseudo equivalent time, ta. Finally, the initial gas in place, Gi, is obtained based
on pseudotime and this process is repeated until a reasonable Gi is attained.
Despite of the above mentioned, Agarwal (2010) argued in his paper that applying
his technique without using the pseudotime is still beneficial and can be used to estimate
the average reservoir pressure and initial gas in place. Our ultimate objectives in this
project are:
1.

Determining when the Agarwal technique for gas wells can be used without using
pseudotime (pseudopressure and production time only).
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2.

Exploring the possibility of completing the linearization of the gas diffusivity
equation without using conventional pseudotime.

4.3. AGARWAL’S METHOD FOR GAS RESERVOIRS (CONSTANT RATE)
For the gas case, Agarwal used the same oil technique (prime and log derivatives
concept) but using the pseudopressure and regular production time. A summary of his
method using real variables, is presented in subsequent section.
Using dimensionless variables during PSS :
 2.2458 A 
m D (t DA )  2t DA  0.5 ln 

2
 C A rwa 

(4.13)

The above equation can be written using real variables, as Eq.4.14
m( p wf ) 

2.356qT
711qT  2.2458 A 

ln 

2
hA( ct ) i
kh
 C A rwa 

(4.14)

Prime- and log-derivative during PSS flow are written as:
prime derivative 
log derivative 

dm( p wf )

dt
dm( p wf )
d ln t





2.356qT
hA( ct ) i

2.356qT
t
hA( ct ) i

(4.15)
(4.16)

From Eq.4.15, the contacted reservoir area and contacted gas volume can be
related to time as:
2.356qT
dm( p wf )
h( ct ) i (
)
dt
2.356qTs gi
Gi ( SCF ) 
dm( p wf )
B gi ( ct ) i (
)
dt

A( sqft ) 

Average pressure as a function of time.

(4.17)

(4.18)
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In the oil case, Agarwal related the average pressure to the flowing pressure
through the following relationship
( pav  p wf )  ( pi  p wf )  log Der  const  pav  p wf (t )  const

(4.19)

Similarly in the gas case, the difference between the ∆m (pwf) and the log
derivative in Eq.4.20 becomes constant during PSS, but the duration of this constant
period lasts only for slightly more than one log cycle. Yet, it is possible to estimate the
average reservoir pressures and gas-in- place utilizing the data when the difference
between the two solutions is constant as demonstrated by the following synthetic case.
m( p av )  m( p wf )  m( p wf )  Log derivative  const 

711qT  2.2458 A 
ln 

2
kh
 C A rwa 

m( p av )  m( p wf )  const

(4.20)

(4.21)

4.3.1. Synthetic Gas Constant Rate. To demonstrate Agarwal’s approach for
gas reservoirs, one simulated constant rate is presented here. Table 4.1 includes all the
pertained reservoir and well data for this simulated case. The test was conducted with and
without material balance correction option. Using the material balance option requires
prior knowledge of initial gas in place (Gi). With real data the initial gas in place is not
given but, rather, is one of our objectives. For this synthetic case, the initial gas in place
is known beforehand, so the material balance correction is readily added.

4.3.2. Summary of gas constant rate results. Flowing pressures were generated
as function of time and converted into real gas pseudopressure function, m (p). Variables
such as ∆pm (pwf), prime and log derivatives were calculated and plotted on log-log plot
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as a function of time. The material balance correction is done for the case two only. The
results are summarized below.

Table 4.1. Gas Reservoir & Well Properties (Constant Rate)
Initial Reservoir Pressure, pi, psi
Reservoir Temperature, °F
Porosity, ᵩ , fraction
Gas Saturation, Sg, fraction
Initial Gas Viscosity, µg, cp
Formation Volume Factor, Bg, Res Vol/Std Vol
Total System Compressibility, ct, 1/psi
Reservoir Permeability, k, md
Pay thickness, h, ft
Reservoir Area, ft2
Wellbore Radius, rw. ft
Gas-in-place, G, Bscf
Production Rate, MMscf/Day
Producing Time, hours

5000
150
0.2
0.8
0.029
297.2
9.27E-05
5
150
1.00E+06
0.5
7.133
10,000
6000

Figure 4.1 depicts log- log plot of ∆m (pwf), prime derivative and log derivatives
vs. flowing time for the both cases. The first shows a longer prime stabilization period
than the second case, which is expected as the first case is the one without material
correction (ugct was evaluated at initial conditions).
Figure 4.2 illustrates semi-log plot of (∆m (pwf)-log derivative) vs. the flowing
time for both cases. Again, the not corrected showed a longer stabilization period (440hrs
compared with 100 hrs).
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(A) without Material Balance
Correction

(B) with Material Balance
Correction

Figure 4.1. ∆pm (pwf), Prime & Log Derivatives vs. Time for Both Cases

(A) without Material Balance
Correction

(B) with Material Balance
Correction

Figure 4.2. (∆m (pwf) - Log Derivative) vs. Flowing Time

The average pseudopressures m(pav) for case 1 were calculated during the
constant difference period, converted into real average pressure ,and finally, used to
construct p/z plot as shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3. p/z vs. Gp (Without Material Balance Correction)

4.3.3. Discussion of gas constant rate results. Case 1 is included with
uncorrected data. Case 2 needs a material balance correction, which requires prior
knowledge of initial gas in place. With real data, the initial gas in place is not given but,
rather, is one of our objectives. Table 4.2 compares the obtained results with the input
values. The gas in place obtained without using corrected data (Gi=7 Bscf) is very close
to the input value of (7.133Bscf). This result prompted very important question that when
the use of material balance correction (material balance pseudotime) becomes a necessity.

Table 4.2. Comparison for Constant Gas Rate Results
Parameter
Initial Gas in place G, (Bscf)

Input value
7.133

This Study*
7.170**
6.99***
Connected Reservoir Area A, (acres)
22.96
23.09
Dietz Shape Factor, CA
33.88
30.83
*The average values calculated during (∆pm (pwf)-Log derivatives) has zero slop, constant value
**Connected gas volume Eq (4.17), *** from p/z plot
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4.4. SENSITIVITY STUDY (WHEN THE PSEUDOTIME IS A NECESSITY)
One of the major objectives of this project for gas reservoirs is to investigate the
range of conditions (initial pressure, degree of depletion, etc.) for which the material
balance pseudo time should be used and when it is not necessary .This is an important
question in practice because applying a conventional material balance pseudo time is an
iterative and somewhat inexact process.
About 36 cases were conducted, using Saphir Ecrin software, with three different
initial reservoir pressures, four different permeabilities for each pressure, and three
different flow rates for each permeability. Table 4.3 includes all the reservoir and well
data.

Table 4.3. Reservoir & Well properties (for Sensitivity Investigations)
Initial Reservoir Pressure, psi
Reservoir Temperature, °F
Porosity, ᶲ, fraction
Gas Saturation, Sg, fraction
Initial Gas Viscosity, µg, cp
Formation Volume Factor, Bg, Res Vol/Std Vol
Total System Compressibility, ct, 1/psi
Reservoir Permeability, k, md
Pay thickness, h, ft
Reservoir Area, ft2
Wellbore Radius, rw. ft
Gas-in-place, G, Bscf
Production Rate, MMscf/Day
Producing Time, hours

4000, 5000, 6000
150
0.2
0.8
0.02509, 0.02898, 0.03248
258.825, 297.2, 326.3
1.41E-04, 9.27E-05, 6.64E-05
1,5,10, 100,
150
1.00E+06
0.5
6.212, 7.133, 7.831
3 different flow rates for each
permeability
1000
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4.4.1. Summary of Sensitivity Results. Tables 4.4 to 4.12 include a summary of
the results of these 36 cases for the uncorrected data including the constant difference
window (∆tcw), in which the difference between the ∆m (pwf) and log derivative is
constant. (Tables 4.4 to 4.6)

Table 4.4. Constant Window (∆m (pwf)-log derivative=const, pi=4000)
K,md
1

5

10

100

q,MMscf/D
5
10
15
15
25
40
25
50
55
25
50
65

∆tcw, hours
650
500
210
409
259
139
240
158
138
105
84
60

Table 4.5. Constant Window (∆m (pwf)-log derivative=const, pi=5000)
K,md
1

5

10

100

q,MMscf/D
10
20
24
25
35
50
25
50
60
25
50
65

∆tcw,hours
700
190
130
309
219
119
575
315
245
67
60
52
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Table 4.6. Constant Window (∆m (pwf)-log derivative=const, pi=6000)
K,md
1

5

10

100

q,MMscf/D
10
20
28
25
40
55
25
50
60
25
50
65

∆tcw,hours
760
270
210
326
276
239
134
107
92
27
18
13

The obtained initial gas in place (Gi) during the constant window period (Tables
4.7 to 4.9).

Table 4.7. Calculated OGIP during ∆tcw, pi=4000, input value=6.212
K,md
1

5

10

100

q,MMscf/D
5
10
15
15
25
40
25
50
55
25
50
65

Calculated Gi, Bscf
6.072
5.456
4.696
6.008
5.848
5.650
6.025
5.968
5.815
6.272
6.210
6.215
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Table 4.8. Calculated OGIP during ∆tcw,pi=5000, input value=7.133
K,md
1

5

10

100

q,MMscf/D
10
20
24
25
35
50
25
50
60
25
50
65

Calculated Gi, Bscf
6.751
6.065
5.112
6.917
6.839
6.778
6.662
6.548
6.515
7.340
7.292
7.286

Table 4.9. Calculated OGIP during ∆tcw, pi=6000, input value=7.831
K,md
1

5

10

100

q,MMscf/D
10
20
28
25
40
55
25
50
60
25
50
65

Calculated Gi, Bscf
7.796
7.432
6.619
7.790
7.639
7.264
8.085
7.970
7.943
8.245
8.253
8.264

Comparison between the pressure measurements at the end of each test without
and with material balance correction (∆pmb) (Tables 4.10 to 4.12)
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Table 4.10. ∆pmb=pi (with mb correction-without mb correction),pi=4000
K,md
1

5

10

100

q,MMscf/D
5
10
15
15
25
40
25
50
55
25
50
65

∆pmb, psia
5.32
22.51
66.67
46.46
131.24
423.19
126.49
642.14
978.15
123.79
509.72
1055.156

Table 4.11. ∆pmb=pi(with mb correction-without mb correction), pi=5000
K,md
1

5

10

100

q,MMscf/D
10
20
24
25
35
50
25
50
60
25
50
65

∆pmb, psia
29.32
144.43
393.90
172.17
342.24
943.44
170.37
716.15
1330.64
169.42
649.57
1209.38
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Table 4.12. ∆pmb =pi(with mb correction-without mb correction), pi=6000
K,md

1

5

10

100

q,MMscf/D
10
20
28
25
40
55
25
50
60
25
50
65

∆pmb, psia
36.95
151.76
567.28
217.01
416.20
1376.89
216.86
841
1370.88
217.86
802,70
1425.11

4.4.2. Discussion of Sensitivity Investigation Results. From the previous tables
the following observation can be made: The greater the depletion, the smaller the
constant time window period will be. This behavior is more obvious with low
permeability reservoirs as illustrated by Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4. Constant Time Window (∆pm (pwf)-Log Derivative=Constant
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The difference between the pressure measurements at the end of each test with
and without material balance correction (∆pmb) has an inverse relationship with the
reservoir depletion. Figure 4.5 shows the difference between the pressure measurements
of both cases (with and without material balance correction). The trend of flowing
pressures without the material balance correction is almost linear whereas the data with
MB correction display a non- linear trend. As the reservoir pressure goes down by time,
and therefore gas compressibility goes up, requiring less a pressure drop to produce the
same amount .As a result, the pressure measurements with MB correction is higher than
the pressure value without MB correction during PSS.

Figure 4.5. Pressure Measurements Comparison for Constant Rate Example

The accuracy of the initial gas in place, obtained during the constant window
period for these synthetic cases, decreases as the reservoir depletion increases (Figure
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4.6). In other words, as the reservoir depletes, material balance correction becomes
further critical.

Figure.4.6. The accuracy of OGIP as function of depletion

4.5. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS USING DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS (DOE)
To understand and evaluate the influence of different reservoir parameters on the
constant time during PSS, obtained Gi and the ∆pmb (our output from the analysis), a
statistical design of experiments (DOE) was performed using a full factorial experiment
technique. A full factorial design experiment (FFD) is defined as an experiment that was
designed to investigate two or more factors, each with discrete possible values or “levels”
and experimental units that take on all possible combinations of these levels across all
factors. It’s an effective way to get maximum information in a minimum number of trials,
indicating the most significant factor among all the factors on the response variable. In
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this analysis the 2-level, 3-factor FFD was used. Table 4.13 presents the range of
variables for this 2-level, 3-factor FFD.

Table 4.13. Range of Variables for DOE

Low
High

K,md

q, MMSCF/D

p, psia

1
100

10
18

4000
6000

4.6. DOE DISCUSSION RESULTS.
A summary of the results of full factorial design analysis is presented in the
subsequent section:
Figure 4 .7 displays the Pareto chart of the ∆tcw (constant time window during
PSS) as a response. The reservoir permeability proved to have the largest effect on the
∆tcw , followed by the flow rate factor (q), and then the initial reservoir pressure (pi),
which has the lowest effect among the three factors. This plot shows the main
relationship between the response and the three factors. The negative sign with k, q
indicates the inverse relationship with the response, meaning as k and q increase, the
∆tcw decreases and vice versa. On the contrary, the positive sign with (p) implies the
direct relationship between the initial reservoir pressure (pi) and response of ∆tcw. From
a statistical significance point of view, the k is the only significant factor @ p=0.05.
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Figure 4.7. Standardized Pareto Chart of ∆tcw as Response

Figure 4 .8 shows the Pareto chart of the accuracy of the obtained initial gas in
place during a constant time window (AC of Gi) as a response. The Pareto chart ranks the
effect of the three factors. The reservoir permeability (k) is the most dominant factor,
followed by the initial reservoir pressure (pi), and then the flow rate. The positive sign
with both the k and p factors implies a direct relationship with the accuracy of the
obtained initial gas in place as a response. In contrast, the negative sign with the flow rate
(q) indicates the inverse relationship with the response. Finally, from statistical
significance point of view, none of the three parameters is significant @ p=0.05.
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Figure 4.8. Standardized Pareto chart of (Ac of Gi) as Response

Finally, Figure 4.9 depicts the Pareto chart of ∆pmb (the pressure difference due to
the material balance correction) as a response. This time, the flow rate q proved to be the
most significant factor on the response of ∆pmb , and the initial reservoir pressure was the
least influential factor. This plot displays the main relationship between the response and
the three factors. The positive sign with q, p indicates the direct relationship with the
response, whereas the negative sign with k indicates the inverse relationship with
response. From a statistical significance point of view, q is the only significant factor @
p=0.05. The general conclusion from the DOE analysis is that we do not need to use the
pseudotime unless the subjected reservoir is highly depleted with low permeability.
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Figure 4.9. Standardized Pareto chart of ∆pmb as Response
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5. EXTENDING THE MODIFIED AGARWAL APPROACH TO GAS WELLS

Agarwal’s (2010) original method for oil reservoirs was developed and extended
so that it could be used to analyze real field data with variable-pressure/variable-rate
history. The modified technique is based on the coupling of the rate normalized pressure
with the superposition time function. The suggested modified technique is proven
mathematically, validated by synthetic cases, and verified against real field data.
The gas wells, the gas properties change substantially as pressure varies.
Consequently, the pseudo pressure and pseudo time functions should be used instead of
regular pressure and ordinary time. This will allow for liquid diffusivity equation to
satisfy gas behavior when analyzing gas test data. However, it was demonstrated earlier
that the pseudo time should not be used unless the subjected reservoir highly depleted
with low permeability. Therefore the modified Agarwal approach is extended first to gas
wells by using the pseudo normalized pressure m (p) and regular material balance time.
5.1. MODIFIED-AGARWAL APPROACH FOR GAS WELLS DURING BDF
The general equation for a drawdown test under a constant rate during the PSS
flow is given by Eq.5.1:
m( p wf ) 

2.356qT
711qT  2.2458 A 

ln 

2
hA( ct ) i
kh
 C A rwa 

(5.1)

Applying the principle of superposition to Eq.5.1 and dividing by qn yields:
m( p wf )
qn
t mb 

Gp
q g (t )



2.356T
711T  2.2458 A 
t mb 
ln 

2
hA( ct ) i
kh
 C A rwa 

(5.2)
(5.3)
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Pseudo normalized prime and pseudo normalized log derivatives during BDF.
d( p wf / q n )
dt mb
d( p wf / q n )
d ln t mb



2.356T
hA( ct ) i

(5.4)



2.356T
t mb
hA( ct ) i

(5.5)

From Eq 5.4, the pseudo normalized prime derivative should be constant during
the early BDF flow when the gas behaves as slightly compressible fluid. During this
stabilization period, the contacted gas volume and contacted reservoir area could be
related to time as in Eqs.5.6 and 5.7.
G( scf )  2.356
( ct ) i B gi

A( sq. ft )  2.356
( ct ) i h

Ts g
dm( p wf ) / q n (t )

(5.6)

dt mb

T
dm( p wf ) / q n (t )
dt mb

(5.7)

Now during boundary dominated flow, similar to the oil case
m( p av )  m( p wf )
qn



m( pi )  m( p wf )
qn



m( pi )  m( p av )
qn

(5.8)

Agarwal’s is main finding was that the normalized pressure drop during BDF
period ( due to depletion and represented by the second term in Eq 5.8 was identical to
the normalized log derivative:
dm( p wf ) / q n
m( pi )  m( p av )
 Normalized log derivative 
qn
d ln t mb

(5.9)

Substitute Eq.5.9 into 5.8 to get:
m( p av )  m( p wf )
qn



m( pi )  m( p wf )
qn



dm( p wf ) / q n
dt mb

(5.10)
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The difference between the two terms on the right hand side of Eq.5.10 should be
constant during boundary dominated flow, as demonstrated for the oil case. However,
this constant time window is just for a certain time in a gas reservoirs. It was shown
earlier that the constant time window is controlled by the magnitude of reservoir
depletion. The greater the depletion, the smaller the constant time window will be.
During this constant time window, the average pseudopressure is related to the pseudo
bottom hole flowing pressure, as determined in Eq.5.11:
m( p av )  cons  q g (t )  m( p wf )(t )

(5.11)

Based on the previously mentioned technique, the average pseudo pressures are
calculated during the constant difference period between the two solutions, converted into
real average pressure, and, finally constructed (p/z) plot to estimate the initial gas in
place.
5.2. LINEARIZATION OF GASE DIFFUSIVITY EQUATION WITHOUT USING
CONVENTIONAL PSEUDOTIME
As shown in the sensitivity analysis, the use of pseudotime is required with highly
depleted reservoirs. In production data analysis, the process of handling the material
balance issue is somewhat tedious. The (µct) product is estimated at the average reservoir
pressure, which, in turn, requires prior knowledge of the initial gas in place (Gi). This
process is usually performed in an iterative manner by assuming the initial gas in place
and then calculating the average pressure at each time step, to estimate the pseudotime.
Finally, the initial gas in place (Gi) is obtained based on pseudo time and this process is
repeated until reasonable (Gi) is attained.
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Recently, C.Chen and R.Raghavan (2013) suggested evaluating the (µct ) product
in the definition of dimensionless time tD ,at pressures other than the initial pressure.
They aimed to correlate the nonlinear solution with the corresponding liquid flow
solution for fractured wells producing at a constant pressure during the infinite acting
period.
Inspired by the method used by C. Chen and R. Raghavan (2013), and to avoid
the tedious iteration with conventional pseudotime, we investigated the possibility of
completing the linearization of the diffusivity equation at different combination of n
(pi+pwf) pressure levels. The suggested approach is based on the dimensionless variables
explained below for the constant rate (q) and constant pressure (pwf).

5.2.1. Constant Rate Case (Variable Pressures). The dimensionless equation
for gas constant rate during PSS flow is given by Eq.5.12:

 2.2458 A 
mD (t DA )  2t DA  0.5ln(
)
2
C A rwa



(5.1)

The dimensionless times based on area, A and rw, are defined by Eqs.5.13 and 14,
respectively .The dimensionless pseudo pressure mD is given by Eq.5.15.
kt
 ( ct ) i A
kt
t D  2.637  10 4
 ( ct ) i rw2
khm( p wf )
mD 
1422Tq g

t DA  2.637  10 4

(5.2)
(5.3)
(5.4)

By compare Equations 5.13 and 5.14, the relationship between tDA , and tD is :
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t DA

rw2
 tD
A

(5.5)

Eq.5.12 could be written used using tD instead of tDA Eq.5 12 could be written as:

mD (t DA )  2t D

 2.2458 A 
rw2
 0.5ln(
)
2
A
C A rwa



(5.6)

Agarwal’s technique can be applied to dimensionless variables (mD , tD ) and
differentiated with respect to tD. Traditionally, for oil reservoirs, the (µoct) product is
evaluated at the reservoir’s initial pressure.
Due to the properties dependency on pressure, especially in highly depleted
reservoirs with low permeability, the real time term in the dimensionless formula should
be replaced by the material balance pseudotime ta for gas reservoirs. Pseudotime is
needed for the change in the (µgct) product to taken into account based on the average
reservoir pressure, pav .
The process of applying the material balance pseudotime is iterative and
somewhat inexact. However, in this suggested approach, the (µgct) product in the
dimensionless time formula (Eq.5.18) is evaluated at different combinations of initial and
bottom hole flowing pressures, n ( pi+pwf) , 0<n <1. As a result, linearization of the
diffusivity equation can be completed, thereby avoiding iterations as the conventional
material balance pseudotime demands.
t D  2.637  10 4

kt
r ( ct ) n ( pi  pwf )
2
w

(50.7)
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5.2.1.1. Prime and log derivatives using dimensionless variables. Agarwal’s
technique is applied with dimensionless variables (mD ,tD ). The obtained prime and log
derivatives presented in Eq.5.19 and 5.20.
prime der 

dmD 2rw2

dt D
A

2rw2
dmD
Log der 

tD
d ln t D
A

(5.8)

(5.9 )

Determine Average pressure as a function of time.
As with real variables, the difference between mD and the log derivatives should
be constant during the constant time window:

mD (t D ) 

dmD
2.2459 A
 const  0.5 ln(
)
d ln t D
C A rw2

(5.10)

Based on Eq 5. 21, the average pseudopressure is calculated as in Eq.5.22. Then
the m (pav) converted into real average pressure, pav to construct the p/z plot.
m( p av ) 

1422qT
   m( p wf )(t )
kh

(5.11)

5.2.1.2. Variable Rates- Variable Pressures Profile. Akin to the constant rate,
the regular time term in the dimensionless equation can be replaced by the regular
material balance time (Gp/q(t)). Again the (µgct) product in the definition of
dimensionless time tDmb is evaluated at different pressure levels of n ( pi+pwf), 0<n<1

t Dmb  2.637  10 4

ktmb
r (  g ct ) n ( pi  pwf )
2
w

(5.12)
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5.3. VERIFICATION OF THE SUGGESTED APPROACHES
Four cases are presented to demonstrate these suggested approaches. One case is a
simulated example created by a Saphir Ecrin package, and the other three are published
cases from the literature. The approaches suggested in this project include:
1- Extending modified Agarwal approach for oil reservoirs to gas wells (Gas
variable rates).
2- Completing the linearization of gas diffusivity equation without using
conventional pseudotime.

5.3.1. Constant Rate with Dimensionless Variable. To investigate the
possibility of completing the linearization of diffusivity equation with different pressure
combinations of n ( pi+pwf), one simulated case created by Saphire Ecrin package is
presented. Table 5.1 includes all the related reservoir and well data.

Table 5.1. Reservoir & Well Data (Constant Rate with Dimensionless Variables)
Initial Reservoir Pressure, pi, psi
Reservoir Temperature, °F
Porosity, ᶲ , fraction
Gas Saturation, Sg , fraction
Initial Gas Viscosity, µg, cp
Formation Volume Factor, Bg, Res Vol/Std Vol
Total System Compressibility, ct, 1/psi
Reservoir Permeability, k, md
Pay thickness, h, ft
Reservoir Area, ft2
Wellbore Radius, rw. Ft
Gas-in-place, G, Bscf
Production Rate, q MMscf/Day
Producing Time, hours

5000
150
0.2
0.8
0.029
297.2
9.27E-05
5
150
1.00E+06
0.5
7.133
10,000
6000
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5.3.1.1. Summary of constant rate results based on n (pi+pwf). Agarwal’s
technique can be applied with dimensionless variable (mD , tD ). The dimensionless
pseudopressure and the dimensionless time are calculated by Eqs.515 and 5.18. In the
definition of dimensionless time tD, (µgct) product was evaluated at pi, pwf , and different
combinations of n ( pi+pwf), 0<n<1. Prime and log derivatives were evaluated at the
different pressure levels. Table 5.2 summarize the results of this synthetic case and
includes:


The stabilized value of prime and the difference between (mD(tD)-log derivative
during PSS period



The constant time window during the above mentioned stabilization period



The estimated OGIP from p/z plot during the constant time window



The calculated OGIP from the stabilized prime derivative Eq.5.24
A

Ahs g
2rw2
 Gi 
dm
Bgi
( D ) stab
dt

(5.13)

Table 5.2 Summary of Constant Rate Results
Combination
of Pressure, at
Which (µg ct)
Evaluated
Pi
pwf
0.1(pi+pwf)
0.4(pi+pwf)
0.5(pi+pwf)
0.52(pi+pwf)
0.6(pi+pwf)

Stabilization Values During PSS
Prime Derivative
(mD-log
Theoretical
Der) ,Theoretical
Stabilization
Stabilization According
According to
to Eq(5.21)=6.29
Eq(5.19)=1.57E-06
1.56E-06
6.29
1.75E-06
6.27
7.28E-06
6.28
2.08E-06
6.28
1.62E-06
6.28
1.56E-06
6.28
1.38E-06
6.28

∆tcw,
During
PSS

OGIP,BSCF
Stabilized
Prime
Derivative
(Eq 5.24)

1960
59
30
69
69
40
79

7.182
6.366
1.539
5.387
6.916
7.182
8.119
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5.3.1.2. Discussion of constant rate case. The following conclusions can be
drawn from Table 5.2:


The (mD-log Dervatives) stabilized value for this synthetic case, is almost identical
to the theoretical value of (6.29) for all pressure combinations. Consequently, the
obtained OGIP from p/z plot are all most equal and close to the input value for all
pressure combinations.



On the other hand, the prime stabilization value is more sensitive to the pressure
level, in which (µgct) product in the dimensionless time evaluated a. In this case,
the evaluation of (µgct) in the dimensionless time formula, tD at pi and 0.52(pi+pwf)
gave a stabilized prime derivative nearly equal to the theoretical value (1.56E-06
compared with 1.57E-06). Based on stabilized prime derivative, the obtained OGIP
was 7.182 Bscf, which compares well with the input value of 7.133Bscf.



The same example was analyzed with real variable, and the result showed that the
Agarwal technique can be applied without using pseudo time. Using a
dimensionless variable, the results confirmed this as the initial pressure (pi) was
one of best pressure combinations to evaluate the (µgct) product in the
dimensionless time formula (tD).This reinforced our notion in the sensitivity
analysis, that the Agarwal technique is applicable by using the pseudo pressure and
regular production time. The pseudotime is not needed unless the subjected
reservoir is highly depleted.
5.3.2. Constant Pressure/ Variable Rates (Fraim and Wattenbarger, 1987,

Case 1). This simulated example was taken from Fraim and Wattenbarger 1987(case 1).
Table 5.3 includes all of the related reservoir and well data. Figure 5.1 depicts the
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production history of this simulated example. Our goals with this case were to validate
our suggested modified Agarwal approach for variable oil rates with this variable gas
rates and to investigate the possibility of completing the linearization of diffusivity
equation for different combination of n ( pi+pwf) .

Figure 5.1. Production History for Fraim and Wattenbarger 1987

Table 5.3. Reservoir & Well Properties (Fraim and Wattenbarger, 1987, Case 1)
Initial Reservoir Pressure, psi
Reservoir Temperature, °F
Porosity, ᶲ, fraction
Gas Saturation, Sg, fraction
Initial Gas Viscosity, µg, cp
Formation Volume Factor, Bg, Res Vol/Std Vol
Initial Gas Compressibility, cg, 1/psi
Initial Water Compressibility, cw, 1/psi
Formation Compressibility cf, 1/psi
Total System Compressibility ct, 1/psi
Reservoir Permeability, k, md
Pay thickness, h, ft
Reservoir Area, ft2
Wellbore Radius, rw. Ft
Gas-in-place, G, Bscf
pwf

5000
200
0.03
0.99
0.2258
Z=1.0165(Bg=269.107scf/cuf)
1.372E-05
3E-06
3E-06
1.66E-05
1
200
3.848E07
0.25
61.5
3000
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5.3.2.1. Modified-Agarwal Approach. The modified technique for oil well is
based on the rate normalized pressure, and the superposition time (material balance time).
However, the pseudo normalized pressure and regular material balance time are used for
variable gas rates .The pseudo normalized prime and log derivatives are evaluated with
Eq.5.4 and 5.5, respectively.
d( p wf / q n )
dt mb
d( p wf / q n )
d ln t mb



2.356T
hA( ct ) i



2.356T
t mb
hA( ct ) i

(5.4)

(5.5)

Figure 5.2 displays the ∆m(pwf)/qn), pseudo normalized prime and pseudo
normalized log derivatives against the regular material-balance time(Gp/q(t)).The two
flow regimes could be identified easily from this diagnostic plot .The BDF period is
indicated by the stabilization of the pseudo normalized prime derivative(zero slope) and
the unit- slope with pseudo normalized –log derivative.
The semi-log plot of (∆m (pwf)/qg)- pseudo normalized log derivative ) .vs.
material balance time (Figure 5.3) shows an interesting signature. It shows two BDF
periods separated with a transitional period.
We proceed with the analysis for this case and calculated the average pseudo
pressure during the BDF using Equation 11. Then we converted to regular average
pressure and finally constructed the p/z plot for the early BDF, late BDF, and the entire
BDF period, as shown in Figures 5.3 to 5.5. The OGIP was also calculated based on Eq. 6
during the stabilization of the pseudo normalized prime derivative. Table.5.4 summarizes
the results using the modified Agarwal approach.
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Figure 5.2. Variation of ∆pm(pwf)/qn, Pseudo Normalized Prime and Log
Derivatives vs. Material Balance Time

Figure 5.3. Variation of ((∆pm(pwf)/qn)-Pseudo-Normalized Log Derivative) vs.
Material Balance Time, Hours (Gp/qn).
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Figure 5.4. P/z vs. Gp (Early BDF Period)

Figure 5.5. P/z vs. Gp (Late BDF Period)
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Figure 5.6. P/z vs. Gp (Entire BDF period)

Table 5.4. Summary of Fraim and Wattenbarger Results Using Modified
Agarwal Approach
BDF Period

OGIP,BSCF
From p/z Plot

Early BDF Period

60.28

OGIP*,BSCF
Pseudo Normalized Prime
Derivative (Eq 5.6)
59.71

Late BDF Period

48.018

63.36

Entire BDF Period

50.77

62.38

* Average value during the stabilization of pseudo normalized prime derivative

5.3.2.2. Discussion of modified-Agarwal approach Results. The following
observations can be made from Table 5.4:
The OGIP, found using the p/z plot during the early BDF, is almost in full
agreement with the input value (60.28 compared with 61.51).The explanation for this
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behavior is that the gas properties are not yet affected by the drop in the average reservoir
pressure. In other words, the effect of depletion is minimal during the early BDF.
As average reservoir pressure goes down, reservoir depletion increases.
Therefore, the gas properties become more affected by the variation in the average
pressure (the non –linear issue appears to surface). Thus, the pseudo material balance
correction is needed. In the subsequent section, C. Chen and Raghavane (2013) approach
to linearize the gas behavior at different combinations of initial and bottom hole
following pressures is presented.
5.3.2.3. Gas linearization without using average pressure. The previous
analysis that was performed using the modified Agarwal approach for variable gas rates
showed that the late BDF data was affected by the reservoir depletion. As a result, pseudo
material balance correction is greatly needed. To avoid the tedious iteration with
conventional pseudo time, the possibility of completing the linearization of the gas
diffusivity equation using different combinations of

n ( pi+pwf), 0<n<1 was applied.

This technique was first introduced by C. Chen and R. Raghavan (2013) to solve the nonlinear issue with unconventional reservoirs during transient flow.
Agarwal’s is applied with the dimensionless variables (mD ,tDmb) .The
dimensionless time, tDmb , is estimated based on Equation 23, in which the (µgct) product
is evaluated at different combinations of n ( pi+pwf), 0<n<1 . Table 5.5 summarizes the
results for this variable rates case during the late BDF.
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Table 5.5. Summary of Variable rate results, complete gas linearization
Combination of
Pressure Level,
n(pi+pwf)

Pressure
Value, psia

Stabilization Values During Late BDF
Prime Derivative
(mD-log
Theoretical
Der) ,Theoretical
Stabilization
Stabilization
According to
According to Eq
Eq(5.19)=1.02E-08
(5.21)=8.80

OGIP,BSCF
Stabilized
Prime
Derivative
(Eq 5.24)

0.19 (pi+pwf)
pwf
0.44(pi+pwf)
0.5(pi+pwf)
0.53 (pi+pwf)
0.56 (pi+pwf)
0.6(pi+pwf)
pi

1500
3000
3500
4000
4250
4500
4800
5000

2.73E-07
2.86E-08
2.73E-08
1.21E-07
1.15E-07
1.09E-07
1.03E-07
9.91E-08

23.24
221.87
231.95
52.50
55.15
58.63
60.86
63.19

8.07
8.07
8.07
8.07
8.07
8.07
8.07
8.07

5.3.2.4. Discussion of complete linearization results. Table 5.5 summarized the
results of using C. Chen and R. Raghavan (2013) approach to complete gas linearization
without using average pressure method during the late BDF period. The following
conclusions can be drawn:
As the previous example of constant rate, the (mD-log Der) stabilized value for
this variable rates (8.07) is close to the theoretical value of (8.80) for all pressure
combinations as shown in column 4 in table 5.5.
In contrast, the stabilized prime derivative value is sensitive to the value of
pressure combination, at which the (µgct) product in the dimensionless time formula is
evaluated. The stabilized value was identical to the supposed theoretical value of (1.02E07), when the (µgct) product in the dimensionless time formula was evaluated at
0.6(pi+pwf).The OGIP that was calculated during the stabilized prime derivative is
60.86Bscf, which compares favorably with the input value of 61.51Bscf.
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5.3.3. Example3: Variable pressure/Variable rate (S. Mohammed and G. S.
Enty 2013). This simulated example was presented by Rodgers et.al (1983) and Callard
(1995). Table 5.6 includes reservoir and production data. Figure 5.7 shows the rate and
pressure profile for this case. S. Mohammed and G. S. Enty used this example to verify
their suggested approach. (Modified Agarwal-Gardner rate/cumulative decline type
curves to estimate the original gas in place, OGIP).
The original Agarwal-Gardner rate/cumulative decline type curves require a prior
knowledge of the OGIP, which is used to estimate the average reservoir pressure that will
be used to evaluate the pseudotime. This process performed in an iterative manner.
Mohammed and G. S. Enty presented an alternative rate /cumulative decline type curves
but without using the pseudo time, as the original technique demanded. A brief summary
for their alternate technique is presented below

Figure 5.7. Rate and pressure history for Example 3
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Table 5.6. Reservoir & Production Data for Example(2): Callard et.al and
Rodgers et al, case 1).
OGIP.Bscf
Permeability to gas,md
Height,ft
Temperature,°R
Gas Gravity
Gas ,Saturation,%
Initial Pressure,psia
Porosity,Ф,%
Area,ft^2
Rwa,ft
CA
Time,yrs
q,Mcf/D
0
0
1
1000
2
1000
3
800
4
800
5
600
6
600
7
400
8
400

4.85
0.3
80
636
0.7
75
2500.000
10
4,840,000
2.8346
30.8822
Pwf,psia
2500
1604
1361
1352
1153
1216
1071
1197
1107

m(p),psia^2/cp
4.77E08
2.11E08
1.541E08
1.52E08
1.12E08
1.24E08
9.80E07
1.20E08
1.03E08

5.3.3.1. Brief summary of (S. Mohammed and G. S. Enty) new flowing
material balance equation (FBM). The suggested new flowing material balance is
given by Eq.5.25.
qg
m( p wf ) n

1
ba , pssGcti



 G pn

1


 m( p wf ) n  ba , pss

(5.14)

The normalized pseudo pressure, m (p)n , and pseudo cumulative production
(Gpn) are presented by Eqs.5.26 and 5.27, respectively .

m( p) n 

( g z) i
pi

p

p

0

g



z

dp

(5.15)
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Gp

G pn 



(  g ct ) i

0

 g ct

(5.16)

dG p

From Eq.5.25, a plot of (

q g / m( p)n

) vs ( Gpn / m( p)n ), on the linear co-

ordinates yields a straight line, from which the OGIP can be determined on the xintercept (1/Gcti) and the pseudosteady constant on the y-intercept (ba,pss).
Strictly speaking, the (µgct) product in the pseudo cumulative production (Gpn)
formula (Eq.5.27) should be estimated at average reservoir pressure which required prior
knowledge of the OGIP. To solve this problem, Mohammed and G. S. Enty approximated
the rigorous flowing material balance (Eq.5.25) by using the actual cumulative
production (Gp) instead of pseudo cumulative production (Gpn) (Eq.5.28):
qg
m( p wf ) n



1
ba , pssGcti

A plot of a plot of (

 G pn

1


 m( p wf ) n  ba , pss

q g / m( p)n

(5.17)

) vs ( Gp / m( p)n ), on the linear coordinates

yields two straight lines during BDF period. The early BDF line before the effect of
depletion on viscosity-compressibility take place .The late BDF line, when the non-linear
effect of viscosity-compressibility became critical. Then they extrapolated the early BDF
line to x-intercept to estimate OGIB, which in turn will be used to evaluate the average
reservoir pressure and average viscosity-compressibility, finally the pseudocumuative is
computed to construct the rigorous plot (Eq5.25).
Mohammed and G.S.Enty (2014) showed this approximation provides a quicker
approach to estimate the OGIP. In some cases, this approximation is identical to the true
OGIP. However, their approximation is only valid in the presence of the early BDF
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line.In some cases, all BDF data is recorded during the late BDF period with more of an
effect from the reservoir depletion on the gas properties (non-linear issue).
Figure 5.8 displays the approximation of the cumulative plot (Eq.5.28). It’s
obvious that the early BDF line is absent, and the data represents the late BDF period
only. The extrapolation of this line yields a higher OGIP value (6.750 Bscf) compared
with 4.85 as the input value). As a result, the rigorous pseudo cumulative plot is a must.
This variable rate /variable pressure is a good case with which to validate our suggested
approaches.

Figure 5.8. A linear Plot of Approximation FMB (Eq-28) for Case 3

5.3.3.2. Modified-Agarwal –Approach (Case3). Figure 5.9 displays ∆m
(pwf)/qn), pseudo normalized prime, and pseudo normalized log derivatives against the
regular material-balance time (Gp/q(t)). All the data is recorded during the BDF period
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The BDF period is indicated by the stabilization of pseudo normalized –prime derivative
(zero slope) and the unit- slop with pseudo normalized –log derivative.

Figure 5.9. Variation of ∆pm(pwf)/qn, Pseudo Normalized and Log derivatives with
Material-Balance Time.

The semi-log plot ((∆m (pwf)/q) – Pseudo normalized log derivative) .vs. materialbalance time (Figure.5.10) is more sensitive to the effect of depletion. It shows two BDF
periods. The first one with only two points (zero slope) represents the early BDF, in
which the effect of depletion is very small. While the second period indicates the late
BDF with the non-linear issue with the gas properties appears to surface. Proceeded with
analysis for the two BDF periods, calculates the OGIP and reservoir area during the
stabilization of pseudo normalized prime derivative (Eqs 12 and13). Table. 5.7 includes
summary of results by using our modified Agarwal approach for variable rates.
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Figure 5.10. Variation of ∆m (pwf ) /qn )- Pseudo Normalized Log Derivative ))
vs, Material Balance Time, hours

Table 5.7. Summary of Results Using Modified Agarwal Approach (Case3)
BDF Period

Area,sqft
From Eq.5.13

Early BDF Period

4,766,390

OGIP*,BSCF During
Stabilized Pseudo
Normalized Prime Derivative
(Eq.5.12)
4.68

Late BDF Period

5,434,102

5.33

Whole BDF Period

5,267,174

5.170

*Average value during the stabilization of pseudo normalized prime derivative

5.3.3.3. Discussion of Modified-Agarwal –Approach results (Case3). Table
6.8 compares the results obtained using the modified Agarwal approach with the results
obtained based on the cumulative following material balance equation (FBE; SPE
167504). From the comparison, the following observation can be made:
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The approximation plot developed in SPE 167504 suggests the absence of an
early BDF line (Figure 5.8). In contrast, the modified Agarwal approach indicates the
presence of an early BDF period (Figure.5.10).
The results of the reservoir area and the OGIP obtained using the modified
Agarwal approach compare well with the input value during the early BDF period.
Even using the entire BDF period, the modified Agarwal results are more close to
the input value compared with the suggested approximation plot of SPE 167504.

Table 5.8. Comparison of results for example 3
Parameter

G, (Bscf)
A, (ft^2)

Input Value

4.855
4,840,000

SPE 167504
Approximation
Plot,
Gp/∆m(p)n
6.750
6,879,077

Modified Agarwal

Approach

Early BDF Period

Entire BDF Period

4.680
4,766,390

5.170
5,267,174

5.3.4. Field Case (West Virginia, Low Permeability Fractured Gas Well).
This field example was the last case used to validate the suggested approaches in this
work. This field data has been used extensively in the literature and will, therefore,
provide a good means by which to verify our suggested approaches and compare our
results with other investigators. Fetkovich et al. (1987) were the first to analyze this field
data using a rate decline type curve analysis with regular production time. Then Fraim
and Wattenbarger (1987) analyzed this data using the concept of pseudopressure and
normalized pseudotime. Blasingame and Lee (1988) also analyzed this data with material
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balance pseudo time on the linear coordinates. Ansah et al (1996) used a semi-analytic
approach to analyze this data .Lately, Mohammed and G. S. Enty (2013) used this
example to verify their suggested approach of using a new flowing material balance
equation, which incorporates the pseudocumulative production instead of the
conventional pseudo material balance time to estimate the OGIP.
Table. 5.9 includes all the reservoir data. Figure 5.11 shows the production history
for this field. The modified Agarwal approach for variable rates was applied. Then the
possibility of solving the non-linear issue during the late BDF period without using the
conventional material balance pseudo time was investigated.

Figure 5.11. Production History for West Virginia Gas Well
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Table 5.9. Reservoir and fluid properties for West Virginia Gas Well
Gas specific gravity
Ф,%
Sw,%
Pi ,psi
h,ft
T,°F
rw,ft
pwf,psi
Bgi(Scf/cuf)
cg,1/psi
Gas Viscosity ,cp

0.7
6
35
4175
70
160
0.354
500
251.042
1.87E-04
2.167E-02

5.3.4.1. Modified Agarwal Approach (West Virginia Gas Well). Figure 5.12
depicts the ∆m(pwf)/qn), pseudo normalized prime and log derivatives against the regular
material-balance time(Gp/q(t)). It’s obvious that the application of modified Agarwal
approach to a normalized pseudo pressure did not lead to the desirable results due to the
noise that is usually inherent to the production data, as Figure 5.12 illustrates.
Therefore, the suggested approach was applied to the integral of normalized
pseudo pressure function that introduced by Palacio and Blasingame (1993). The
normalized pseudo pressure integral (Eq.5.29) is similar to the cumulative average; it’s an
effective way to smooth the production data before the analysis, as Figure.5.13 clarifies.

Integral of normalized pseudopressure 

1
t mb

t mb


0

m( pi )  m( p wf )
qn

dt mb

(5.18)
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Figure 5.12. Variation of ∆pm(pwf)/qn, Pseudo Normalized and Log Derivatives
with Material-Balance Time

Figure 5.13. Variation of ∆pm(pwf)/qn, Pseudo Normalized and Log Derivatives
with Material –Balance Time(Smoothed Data)
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When the modified-Agarwal approach was applied to the smoothed data,
distinction between the transient flow and BDF flow can be made easily. However, the
signature of ((∆m(pwf)/q) – Pseudo normalized log derivative ) vs. material- balance time
showed two different regions. The first one represents the early BDF period, wherein the
effect of depletion is very small (all most zero slope). While the second period indicates
the late BDF with the non-linear issue with the gas properties appears to the surface as
illustrated in (Figure 5.14).

Figure 5.14. Variation of ((∆pm(pwf)/qn)-Pseudo-Normalized Log Derivative) vs.
Material Balance Time

The analysis for the two BDF periods continued, and the OGIP and reservoir area
during the stabilization of the pseudo normalized prime derivative were calculated
(Eqs.5.6 and 5.7). Table 5.10 includes a summary of results using the modified Agarwal
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approach for variable rates. The modified Agarwal approach results during the early BDF
are almost identical to those obtained by Fetkovich et al (1987).

Table 5.10. Summary of results using modified Agarwal approach (West Virginia
Gas well)
BDF Period

Area, Acres
From Eq.5.7

OGIP*,BSCF During
Stabilized Pseudo Normalized
Prime Derivative (Eq.5.6)

Early BDF period

112.73

3.37

Late BDF period

168.44

5.03

Whole BDF period

152.31

4.55

Fetkovich et.al (1987)

112.6

3.36

5.3.4.2 Gas linearization without using average pressure. The results obtained
using modified Agarwal approach showed that the late BDF data was highly affected by
the reservoir depletion. Therefore, the pseudo material balance correction is highly
needed. To avoid the tedious iteration with conventional pseudotime, the possibility of
completing the linearization of the gas diffusivity equation at different combinations of
n ( pi+pwf), 0<n<1

was applied to this variable rates case.

Agarwal’s technique was applied with the dimensionless variable (mD,tDmb) .The
dimensionless time, tDmb , is estimated based on Eq.23, in which (µgct) product was
evaluated at different combinations of n ( pi+pwf), 0<n<1 .
Due to the noise that is usually inherent to the production data, the suggested
approach was not directly applied to the dimensionless pseudo pressure Eq.15 but to its
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integral instead (Eq.5.30). Table 5.11 summarizes the result for this field data at different
combinations of n(pi+pwf) during the late BDF.

Integral of dim ensionless pseudopressure 

1
t Dmb

t Dmb

m

D

dt Dmb

(5.19)

0

Table 5.11 summarizes the result for this field data at different combination of
n(pi+pwf) during the late BDF period.

Table 5.11. Summary of Variable rate results, complete gas linearization (West
Virginia Gas well)
Combination
of Pressure
Level,
n(pi+pwf)

Pressure
Value ,psia

Stabilized Value During late
BDF Period
Prime
(mD-log
Derivative
Der)

Area,
Acres
(Eq.5.7)

OGIP,BSCF
stabilized
Prime
Derivative
(Eq.5.6)

0.22 (pi+pwf)
0.40(pi+pwf)
0.49(pi+pwf)
0.58(pi+pwf)
pi

1043.75
1878.5
2296.25
2713.75
4175

3.59E-07
2.18E-07
1.83E-07
1.56E-07
1.01E-07

50.69
83.52
99.65
116.16
180.65

1.513
2.493
2.972
3.468
5.39

4.69
4.69
4.69
4.69
4.69

5.3.4.3. Discussion of gas linearization results (West Virginia Gas Well).
Table 5.12 summarized the results of using Chen and Raghavan approach to complete gas
linearization without using average pressure during the late BDF period. The following
observations were made:
Similar to the two previous cases of constant rate and variable rates, the (mD-log
derivative) semi-log plot was identical regardless the level of pressure combination, at
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which the (µgct) in the dimensionless time formula tDmb was evaluated. This is expected
as Eq.5.21 demonstrated:

mD (t D ) 

dmD
2.2458 A
 const  0.5 ln(
)
d ln t D
C A rw2

(5.21)

In contrast, the prime derivative is more sensitive to the level of pressure
combination, in which the (µgct) in the dimensionless time formula, tDmb was evaluated.
The signature of prime derivative was identical for all level of pressure combinations as
shown in figure 5.15, but with different value of stabilization during the BDF period.

Figure 5.15. Variation of Prime Derivative with the Level of Pressure
Combination

When the (µgct) in the dimensionless time formula was evaluated at 0.49 (pi+pwf),
the results obtained compared well to those obtained by the other investigators, as shown
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in Table 5.12. It’s worth mentioning that all other investigators, except Fetkovich et al.,
used material balance pseudo time in their analysis.

Table 5.12. Comparison of linearization method with other investigators
This work
linearization
technique

Mohammed
and Enty
(2013)

Ansah et al
(1996)

Balasingame
and Lee (1988)

Fraim and
Wattenbarger
(1987)

Fetkovich et al
(1987)

Parameters
G, Bscf

3.36

3.3045

2.6281

2.849

2.7807

2.972

A, Acres

112.6

101.6

88.03

95.54

92.6

99.65
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6. EXTENDING MODIFIED AGARWAL APPROACH INTO MULTI-WELLS
SYSTEM

6.1. INTRODUCTION
Production data analysis has been used for decades as a reservoir management
tool to evaluate well performance and predict the future potential of oil and gas
reservoirs. These methods started with the conventional work of Arps (1945) and
Fetkovich (1980) and developed into more sophisticated techniques (Blasingame et al.,
1989, 1991; Matter & McNeil, 1997; Agarwal et al., 1999). However, all the suggested
methods apply only to the single well system.
In a multi-well system, the single well model implicitly assumes that the drainage
area for each well is constant over time. Indeed, one of the muddying factors during BDF
flow is a well’s ever-changing outer boundaries, which are caused by changing rates of
neighboring wells , infill drilling new wells, injection fluid etc. (Kabir and Izgec, 2009).
In many cases, a well produces in a multi well system – and unless, all wells produced at
the same constant rate or the same constant bottomhole flowing pressure, non-uniform
drainage systems form during boundary-dominated flow conditions (Marhaendrajana,
2005).
Agarwal (2010) developed his approach for a single well producing under a
constant rate. In this work, his technique was extended for a more general case of
variable rates but still under the assumption of single well. Hence, a further objective of
this research included extending our modified Agarwal into multi-well system.
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Marhaendrajana (2000) suggested a multi-well model to address the interference
between wells in the same reservoir. In this chapter, the suggested approach was applied
to extend our modified Agarwal approach to a multi-well system.
6.2. WELL PERFORMANCE IN A BOUNDED MULTI-WELL SYSTEM
Marhaendrajana (2000) developed an analytical solution for bounded rectangular
reservoirs with multiple wells located at arbitrary positions. He presented a new method
for analyzing the production data from a single well in a multi-well reservoir system
using single well type curves.
He developed a mathematical model to describe the pressure/rate responses of
wells producing in closed multi-well system. His general multi-well equation is given as:
pi  p wf , k (t )
q k (t )



1
t tot  f k (t )
Nct

(6.1)

In Eq.6.1, the (ttot) is the total field material balance time given by Eq.6.2, and the
term fk (t) represents the summation term (Eq 6.3). fk (t) is time dependent but becomes
constant during the BDF period.
t tot 

Np, tot
q k (t )

(6.2)

1 1 nwell
B
f k (t ) 
q( ) F (  xw,k    ,  yw,k    , xw,i , yw,i , xe , ye, t   )  141.2 s


Nct qk (t ) 0 i 1
kh
t

(6.3)

The reciprocal of Eq.6.3 is taken to arrive at:
q k (t )
1

1
( pi  p wf ,k (t )
t tot,k  f k (t )
Nct

(6.4)
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Eq.6.4 provides the Arps’ general formulation (1945) in which the left hand side
consists of a single well variables (rate and bottomhole flowing pressure). The effects of
other producers are lumped in the total field material balance time. Then, the
conventional Fetkovich /McCray type curves for a single well are used to analyze the
individual well data in the multi-well system. The suggested technique incorporates the
pressure and rate of the subjected well (well under analysis) data and the total field
material balance time. Then the single –well decline type curve is used to estimate the
reservoir capacity kh, from the transient data and original fluid in place during the BDF
period.
From Eq.6.1, it’s obvious that the reciprocal productivity index RPI (∆pwf /qk )
versus the total field material balance time (ttot) in the Cartesian plot should give a
straight line with a slope of (1/Nct) and intercept equal to fk(t). The RPI plot should
display a linear trend only if the variable fk(t) becomes time independent during BDF.
Marhaendrajana and Blasingame (2001) concluded that fk(t) becomes constant during
BDF without giving any mathematical justification. Therefore, we demonstrated that
numerically.

6.2.1. RPI Plot Justification. To investigate the linear trend with the RPI
diagnostic for a multi-well system, a simple multi- well system was generated by Petrel
simulation software. Figure 6.1 shows a simple square homogeneous multi- well system
in which one well is located in the center and the other four are located at center of each
quadrant. Table 6.1 includes the other reservoir properties. One case was conducted with
constant bottomhole flowing pressure for two months. The RPI plot was investigated
against regular production time, the single well material balance time (total well
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production/well flow rate) and the total field material balance time (total field
production/well flow rate).

Figure 6.1. Homogeneous Bounded Square Reservoir with Five Producers

Table 6.1. Reservoir & Fluid Properties
Initial reservoir pressure, pi , psia

5000

Reservoir thickness , ft

30

Total reservoir area ,sq ft

1E06

Original oil inplace,MMSTB

92.52

Permeability, k,md

100

Porosity,%

20

Viscosity,µ, cp

0.81

Total system compressibility,ct,1/psia

2.92E-06

Formation volume factor ,B, RB/STB

1.155
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6.2.2. Summary of RPI Diagnostic Plot. RPI was constructed against actual
production time for each well. Figure 6.2 displays the RPI versus actual time for the five
wells. As expected, the RPI did not show a linear trend (concave upward).

Figure 6.2. RPI Plot, Actual Production Time

Then, the well material balance time for each producer was used. Figure 6.3
presents the RPI vs well material balance time. The five wells showed a linear trend with
almost nearly the same slopes (1/Nct) and the same intercept fk(t). However, the
calculated oil initial in place was much less than the input value (Table 6.2).
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Figure 6.3. RPI Plot, Single Well Material Balance Time

Table 6.2. Summary of RPI Results (Single Well Material Balance Time)
Well
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

Slope(1/Nct)
0.0189
0.0184
0.0183
0.0184
0.0184

f(t)
0.4057
0.3960
0.3956
0.3959
0.3963

N,MMSTB
17.64
18.12
18.21
18.12
18.12

Finally, the total field material balance time for each producer was used to
construct the RPI plot. Figure 6.4 depicts the RPI vs total field material balance time.
The five wells showed a linear trend with the same slopes (1/Nct) and almost the same
intercept fk(t) . Contrary to the single well material balance time, the estimated initial oil
in place was very close to the input value, as shown in Table 6.3.
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Figure 6.4. RPI Plot, Total Field Material Balance Time

Table 6.3. Summary of RPI Results (Total Field Well Material Balance Time)
Well
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

Slope(1/Nct)
0.0037
0.0037
0.0037
0.0037
0.0037

f(t)
0.4077
0.3955
0.3950
0.3955
0.3960

N,MMSTB
92.56
92.56
92.56
92.56
92.56

From the table above, one can conclude that wells producing from the same
reservoir should yield the same slope when the total field material balance time is used to
construct the RPI plot (Eq.1). In fact, the total field material balance time converts the
multi-well system into a single well system by assigning the total field production to one
well (under analysis). On the other hand, the variable fk(t) is a well property rather than a
field property. It becomes constant during BDF and varies from well to well. However,
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for this homogenous multi-well system and due to the symmetry of these wells, the fk(t)
was almost identical for all the wells .

6.2.3. fk(t) Behavior During BDF Period. More cases were conducted to study
the behavior of variable fk(t) during the BDF period. In particular, the effects of partial
completion and skin (damage) were investigated.
6.2.3.1 Wells with partial completion. Figure 6.5 displays the RPI vs total field
material balance time. The five wells showed a linear trend with same slope, confirming
that all wells produced from the same reservoir. The effect of partial completion on fk(t)
was noticeable. Figure 6.6 reveals the inverse relationship between the perforated interval
(h) and fk(t)) during the BDF period. Table 6.4 summarized the results of this case.

Figure 6.5. RPI vs. Field Material Balance Time
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Figure 6.6. Effect of Partial Completion on f(t)

Table 6.4. Summary of RPI Results (Partial Completion Case)
Well
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

h(Completion Interval)
20
10
15
20
30

Slope(1/Nct)
0.0037
0.0037
0.0037
0.0037
0.0037

f(t)
0.5411
0.9465
0.6889
0.5404
0.4268

N,MMSTB
92.56
92.56
92.56
92.56
92.56

6.2.3.2 Wells with imposed skin. The purpose of this case was to investigate the
effect of skin (damage) on the fk(t)variable during the BDF period. All wells were
completed on the entire produced interval (h=30) with different value of the skin factor.
The five wells showed a linear trend with same slope, indicating that all wells produced
from the same reservoir. However, the fk(t) differed according to the skin value, as shown
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in Figure 6.7. Figure 6.8 displays the direct relationship between (s) and fk(t) during the
BDF. Table 6.5 summarizes the results of this case.

Figure 6.7. RPI vs. Field Material Balance Time

Figure 6.8. Effect of Skin on f(t)
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Table 6.5. Summary of RPI Results (Imposed Skin Case)
Well
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

h(Completion Interval)
10
8
6
4
2

Slop(1/Nct)
0.0037
0.0037
0.0037
0.0037
0.0037

f(t)
0.8733
0.7522
0.6645
0.5914
0.5070

N,MMSTB
92.56
92.56
92.56
92.56
92.56

6.2.4. RPI plot to detect reservoir compartmentalization. It was demonstrated
earlier that the wells produced from the same reservoir and should have had the same
slope with the RPI plot. In this section, the effect of reservoir compartmentalization on
the RPI diagnostic plot was investigated. The reservoir was divided into two unequal
regions using a fault from west to east as shown in Figure 6.9. Four cases were
conducted: one with complete sealing fault and the other three with some degree of
communication between the two regions.

Figure 6.9. Homogenous Bounded Square Reservoir Divided into Unequal
Regions
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6.2.4.1 Complete sealing fault. The analysis was performed first by ignoring the
presence of the fault. The total material time was calculated for each well using the total
field production for the four wells. Figure 6.10 presents the RPI vs field material balance
time for the four wells. The RPI diagnostic plot, even by ignoring the presence of the
fault, confirmed the reservoir compartmentalization. Wells A2 and A3 overlaid each
other with larger slopes indicating that both wells belonged to the same compartment
(north region). On the other hand, Wells A4 and A5 had the same small slope, indicating
that both wells belonged to same large compartment (south region). Table.6.6
summarizes the results of this case without taking the fault into consideration.

Figure 6.10. RPI vs. Field Material Balance Time (Fault not Included)
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Table 6.6. Summary of RPI Results (Sealing Fault not Included)
Well

Slope(1/Nct)

A2
0.0039
A3
0.0039
A4
0.0036
A5
0.0036
Total Field Initial in Place

f(t)

N,MMSTB

0.7015
0.7015
0.3607
0.3607

87.81 (North Region)
95.13(South Region)
182.94 (Two Regions)

Table 6.7 shows that neither the calculated initial oil in place (N) for the north
region nor the calculated initial oil in place (N) for the south region were equal to the
initial input value. Moreover, the summation of the two regions was much greater than
the input value, so the next step was to perform the analysis by taking the fault into
consideration and dividing the field into two regions.
Figure 6.11 depicts the RPI vs total field material balance time for the two regions
in which the reservoir compartmentalization was confirmed. Wells A2 and A3 overlaid
each other with a larger slope, indicating that both the wells belonged to the same
compartment (north region). On the other hand, Wells A4 and A5 have the same small
slope, indicating that both the wells belonged to same large compartment (south
region).Table.6.7 summarizes the results of this case.
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Figure 6.11. RPI vs. Field Material Balance Time (Fault included)

Table 6.7 Summary of RPI Results (Sealing Fault Included)
Well

Slope(1/Nct)

A2
A3
A4
A5

0.0111
0.0111
0.0056
0.0056

f(t)

0.4087
0.4087
0.4113
0.4113
Total Field Initial in Place

N,MMSTB
30.85 (North Region)
61.15 (South Region)
92 (Two Regions)

From Table 6.7, the following observations can be made:
1. As expected, the estimated oil initial in place for both compartments was
less than the input value of the entire field
2. The summation of the estimated oil initial in place for the two regions was
almost identical to the initial input value for the entire field
3. The f(t) variable becomes constant during the BDF period. However, for
this particular case, all the wells had almost the same value due to the
symmetry of the system.
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6.2.4.2. Faults with some degree of communication (leaking faults). To
investigate the effect of communication between the two regions, three cases were
conducted using different transmissibility multipliers (0.05., 0.1 and 0.5). Table 6.8
summarizes the results of these cases. It was confirmed that the RPI diagnostic plot is a
powerful tool to indicate the reservoir compartmentalization, if present, which helps in
any future development plans. One interesting note is that, as the fault transmissibility
increased, it seemed that each region redefined its boundary. With a transmissibility of
0.5. The oil initial in place was almost divided equally between the two regions.

Table 6.8. Summary of RPI Results (leaking Fault Included)
f(t)

Complete
Sealing
Fault
.Leaking
Fault
(T=0.05)
.Leaking
Fault
(T=0.1)
Leaking
Fault
(T=0.5)

Slope(1/Nct)

N,MMSTB

N,MM
STB

Relative
Contribution of
Each Region %

A4&A
5(Sout
h
Region
)

Entire
field

A2&A
3

A4&
A5

A2&
A3

A4&
A5

A2&A
3

A4&
A5

A2&A
3(Nort
h
Region
)

0.408
7

0.411
3

0.0111

0.005
6

30.85

61.15

92

33.53

66.47

0.461
4

0.393
3

0.0087

0.006
5

39.36

52.69

92.05

42.76

57.24

0.443
6

0.392
2

0.0081

0.006
8

42.28

50.36

92.64

45.64

54.36

0.407
2

0.397
6

0.0075

0.007
3

45.66

46.91

92.57

49.32

50.68
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6.3. MODIFIED AGARWAL APPROACH FOR MULTI-WELL SYSTEM
Agarwal (2010) developed his method for a single well producing under a
constant rate. We have extended his method for a more general case of variable rates but
still under the assumption of a single well. Marhaendrajana and Blasingame (2001)
developed a technique to analyze the well production data in a multi-well system using
the concept of total field material balance time.
Marhaendrajana and Blasingame (2001) verified their suggested approach to real
field data. They analyzed the performance of 11 wells in the Arun field, which is located
in Indonesia. However they assumed implicitly that all 11 wells are drained from the
same reservoir. Actually, the idea behind using the total field material balance time was
intended to convert the multi-well system into a single well system by assigning the total
field production to one well (under analysis). Therefore, it was necessary to confirm that
all wells were really producing from the same reservoir or compartment before doing any
analysis. In this regard, the Cartesian p/q plot, which was suggested by Kabir and Izgec
(2009), could be used to indicate reservoir compartmentalization. We also have shown in
this work that the RPI diagnostic plot could be used to indicate the reservoir
compartmentalization, if present.
The sealing fault example was used to extend the Agarwal technique into a multiwell system. Frist, the RPI diagnostic was used to identify the reservoir
compartmentalization and indicate the produced well in each compartment (Figure 6.11).
Then, each region was analyzed separately. Figures 6.12 depict Δpwf/qn , the
normalized prime and log derivative vs. total field material-balance time for well A3
(north compartment ).
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Figure 6.12. Δpwf/qn, Normalized Prime and Log Derivative vs. Total Field
Material-Balance Time (Well A3)

Once the modified-Agarwal approach was applied by using the total field material
balance time, the flow regimes could be easily identified. The methodology developed in
this study was used to estimate the connected-reservoir volume or the drainage area.
Figure 6. 13 displays the evolution of connected-reservoir volume with time. We showed
earlier that the difference between ∆pwf/qn and the normalized-log becomes constant
during BDF and based on this observation the average reservoir was estimated during
BDF. Figure 6. 14 compares the estimated average pressure for the north and south
region
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Figure 6.13. Variation of Connected Oil Volume with Time (north compartment)

Figure 6.14. Average Pressure Comparison for the Two Regions
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7. CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1. CONCLUSION
Production data analysis has been used for decades as a reservoir management
tool to evaluate well performance and predict the future potential of oil and gas
reservoirs. Agarwal (2010) presented a direct method to estimate the average reservoir
pressure utilizing flowing pressures and rate data during pseudo steady state flow (PSS).
His method can be also used to calculate both connected hydrocarbon volume and
reservoir drainage area as a function of time. However, the method is for an idealized
case that assumes constant production rate during pseudosteady-state (PSS) flow, which
is generally untrue for real wells.
This research addressed the limitations of Agarwal’s (2010), and extended to
more generalized case of variable-pressure/variable-rate production so that field data are
amenable to analysis. Additional effort was given to gas reservoirs to examine the
possibility of linearization of the gas diffusivity equation without using conventional
pseudo time. Agarwal (2010) developed his method for single well producing under
constant rate .In this work, his technique was extended for more general case of variable
rates but still under the assumption of single well. Most of the oil and gas fields produced
from multi-well system .Hence, a further objective of this research included extending
our modified Agarwal approach into multi-well system. The main finding in this research
are as follows:
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1- For oil reservoirs :


Using the material-balance time alone does not remove the limitation of constantrate hypothesis embedded in Agarwal’s original formulation. Coupling materialbalance time with the rate normalized pressure modified the original approach to
take into account the variation in production rates during BDF.



The normalized-prime and normalized-log derivatives can be used as diagnostic
tools to distinguish between the flow regimes with the variable production rates.



The proposed modified-Agarwal approach can be used to calculate the averagereservoir pressure, the connected oil volume or reservoir area as a function of time.



A reasonable estimation of Dietz shape factor (CA) can be obtained if the skin factor
is known and the pressure and rate data are coherent.



This modified-Agarwal approach extends the original Agarwal method for oil
reservoirs so that it can be used to analyze real field data with variablepressure/variable-rate history. Both synthetic cases and a field dataset lend support
to the contention presented here.

2- For gas reservoirs, gas properties change substantially as pressure varies.
Consequently the pseudopressure and pseudotime functions should be used to linearize
the gas equation, and allow for the liquid diffusivity solution to satisfy gas behavior when
analyzing gas test data. In this work , our objectives were to determine when the
Agarwal technique for gas wells could be used without using pseudotime (deal with gas
as oil by using the pseudopressure and normal production time), and explored the
possibility of completing the linearization of the gas diffusivity without using
conventional pseudotime. The conclusions drawn for gas wells are:
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The signature of the normalized prime and the normalized log derivatives, and the
difference between (∆pm(pwf)/q(t) - normalized log derivative) during BDF period,
were similar to the oil case but for a certain time (constant time window only ), in
which the gas behaves as a slightly compressible fluid (oil).



It’s possible to estimate the average reservoir pressure and initial gas in place during
the constant time window.



Sensitivity analysis were performed to investigate the effects of initial reservoir
pressure(pi), reservoir permeability (k), and the degree of reservoir depletion
through the surface gas flow rate (qg) on the constant time window ∆tcw and
estimated initial gas- in -place



The greater the depletion, the smaller the constant time window period will be. This
behavior is more obvious with low permeability reservoirs.



The accuracy of the initial gas- in- place, obtained during the constant window
period for these synthetic cases, decreases as the reservoir depletion increases.



Sensitivity analysis using Design of Experiment (DOE) proved that the reservoir
permeability has the most significant effect on the constant time window ∆tcw and
the accuracy of the obtained initial gas



The general conclusion from the DOE analysis is that the pseudotime is not needed
unless the subjected reservoir is highly depleted with low permeability.



From the simulated and field examples, we find that the gas linearization can be
done directly without iteration by evaluating µgct at range of 0.5 to 0 .6 of initial
and bottomhole flowing pressures n(pi + pwf )
3-Extending Our Modified Agarwal Approach into Muti-well system:
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We applied the methodology that had been developed by Marhaendrajana and
Blasingame (2001) for the analysis of production data taken from a well producing
in a multi-well system.



The suggested technique incorporates the pressure and rate of the subjected well
(well under analysis) data and the total field material balance time. the idea behind
using the total field material balance time was intended to convert the multi- well
system into a single well system by assigning the total field production to one well
(under analysis). Therefore, it was necessary to confirm that all wells were really
producing from the same reservoir before proceeding with our modified Agarwal
oil approach.



It was confirmed that the reciprocal productivity index (RPI) diagnostic plot is a
powerful tool to indicate the reservoir compartmentalization, if present.



Then the modified Agarwal approach is applicable by using the single well data
(pwf and q) and the total field material balance time. Then we can estimate the
connected-reservoir volume or the drainage area for the entire reservoir, and the
average reservoir pressure.
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7.2. RECOMMENDATIONS
The original Agarwal technique was developed for constant rate for a single phase
flow (oil or gas). In this work we have extended and modified this technique so that it can
be used to analyze real field data with variable-pressure/variable-rate history. However
while working on this project and after having completed, one idea came to mind for
future efforts:
Investigate the possibility of extending our modified Agarwal approach to
solution gas drive and gas condensate reservoirs. In this kind of reservoirs two phase flow
is encountered.
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APPENDIX A.
APPENDIX A: ARPS EXPONENTIAL RATE TIME RELATION DERIVATION
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Arps’ exponential decline equation (Eq A-1) is an empirical relation during which
boundary dominated flow prevails. However Blasingame (1987) demonstrated that this
rate relation has a mathematical basis as explained in this section.
q  qi e  Dit

(A-1)

Let us start from the simple material balance equation (Eq A-2) for closed oil
system

p av  pi 

BO Np
Boi Nct

(A-2)

Equation (A-2) can be written in the following form (Eq A-3)
pav  pi  (mo ) pss Np

(mo ) pss 

(A-3)

1 Bo
Nct B oi

(A-4)

But the (pav) from the pseudo steady state equation is given by (Eq A-5)

p av  p wf 

141.2 o Bo qo
kh

1

4A
)  s
 ln(
2
 2 C A rw


(A-5)

(Eq-A5) is reduced more to be as (Eq A-6)
pav  p wf  (bo ) pss qo

(bo ) pss 

141.2 o Bo qo
kh

(A-6)

1

4A
)  s
 ln(
2
 2 C A rw


(A-7)

By differentiating Eq (A-5) and Eq (A-6) with respect to time yields:

dp av
 (mo ) pss qo
dt
dp av
dq
 (bo ) pss o
dt
dt

(A-8)
(A-9)
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The right hand side of Eq (A-8) and Eq (A-9) are identical, so the lift hand side
should be identical as well

(bo ) pss

dqo
 (mo ) pss qo
dt

(A-10)

Separate and integrate Eq (A-10)
q


qi

dqo t  (mo ) pss

qo
dt
(bo ) pss
0

(A-11)

From equation Eq (A-11), the decline rate in Arps equation (Di) is just the (mo/bo
), so the equation (A-11) is reduced to take the exact from as suggested by Arps Eq (A-1)

q  qi e  Dit

(A-12)
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APPENDIX B.
APPENDIX B: HARMONIC DECLINE DERIVATION (SPE 25909)
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From the compressibility derivative, it can be shown that

qo 

Ahct dp av
5.615Bo dt

(B-1)

The oil compressibility is constant, so the integration of Eq (B1) produces
Ahct
0 qo dt  5.615Bo
t

Np 

pav

 dp

(B-2)

av

pi

Ahct
( pi  p av )
5.615Bo

(B-3)

Solving for the pressure difference

( pi  p av ) 

5.615 NpBo
Ahct

(B-4)

Eq (B-4) can be rearranged as Eq (B-5)
( pi  p av ) 

h 5.615 Np

Bo
Act

(B-5)

Now by multiplying the both sides of Eq (B-5) by (ko/141.2qoµo )

( pi  pav ) 

ko
ko
h
5.615 Np



Bo 141.2qo  o
Act
141.2qo  o

(B-6)

From Eq (B-6), the (Np/qo) is just what called the material balance time (tmb), also
(5.615/141.2) =2π (0.00633), so Eq (B-6) becomes

( pi  pav ) 

ko h
2 (0.00633)k o

 t mb
141.2qo (t ) Bo  o
A o ct

(B-7)

Knowing that the right hand side of the above equation is just the dimensionless
time based on the material balance time, then (Eq B-7) is reduced to its simplest form
(Eq-B-9).

t DAmb 

(0.00633)k o
t mb
A o ct

(B-8)
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( pi  pav ) 

ko h
 2t DAmb
141.2qo (t ) Bo  o

(B-9)

Eq (B-9) is a material balance type equation, so it is always valid regardless of
pressure and production mode.
Also the pressure response under the boundary dominated flow may be written as
Eq (B-10)

( p av  p wf ) 

1
ko h
4A 
  ln( 
)
2 
141.2qo (t ) Bo  o  2 e C A rwa


(B-10)

Strictly speaking Eq (B-10) was derived for constant rate. Yet, it has been shown
in the literature to be a good approximation when flowing bottom hole pressure is fixed
(variable rates).Thus the addition of Eq (B-9) to Eq (B-10) yields Eq (B-11):

( pi  p wf )

1
ko h
4A 
 2t DAmb   ln( 
)
2 
141.2qo (t ) Bo  o
 2 e C A rwa 

(B-11)

Eq (B-11) is valid for the boundary dominated flow for any rate or pressure
profile. By writing the Eq (B-11) in expanded form to arrive at Eq (B-12):
( pi  p wf )
qo (t )



141.2 Bo  o 2 0.00633k o
141.2 Bo  o 1
4A

t mb 
 ln( 
)
2
ko h
A o ct
ko h
2 e C A rwa
(B-12)

However was showed earlier in appendix A that:

141.2Bo  o 2 0.00633k o
1 Bo


 (mo ) pss
ko h
A o ct
Nct Boi
141.2 Bo  o 1
4A
 ln( 
)  (bo ) pss
2
ko h
2 e C A rwa

(A-4)
(A-7)

So the Eq (B-12) can be written in simplest form as Eq (B-13):
( pi  p wf )
qo (t )

 (mo ) pss t mb  (bo ) pss

(B-13)

Finally the Eq (B-13) can be re-arranged to take the following form Eq (B-14)
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qo
b pss 
( pi  p wf )

1
mo
1  ( ) pss t mb
bo

(B-14)

The left hand side of Eq (B-14) is exactly the dimensionless decline rate variable
(qDd) as presented by Fetkovich, whereas second term in the denominator on the right
hand side is defined as the dimensionless decline time (tDd). The final form of Eq (B-14)
will be as Eq (B-15):
q Dd 

1
1  t Dd

(B-15)

Eq (B-15) is a harmonic decline type as presented empirically by Arps
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